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Change is slow, but we are masons, and we work with stone
Cliff (ICHermes) Porter

The principles I am referring to are NOT esoteric,

mysterious, or “religious” ideas. There is not one

principle taught (in Freemasonry) that is unique to any

specific faith or religion… These principles are a part of

most every major enduring religion, as well as enduring

social philosophies and ethical systems. They are self-

evident and can

easily be

validated by

any individual.

It’s almost as if these principles or natural laws are part of

the human condition, part of the human consciousness,

part of the human conscience.

They seem to exist in all human beings, regardless of social

conditioning and loyalty to them, even though they might

be submerged or numbed by such conditions or disloyalty.

These principles are, for instance:

Fairness

Integrity

Honesty

Human dignity

Service

Quality

Excellence

Potential

Growth (personal and spiritual)

Patience

Nurturance (brotherhood), and

Encouragement.

Principles are the territory. Values are the maps. When we

value correct principles, we have truth – a knowledge of
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Freemasonry teaches us we must walk uprightly before

g-d and man, acting upon the square and on the level. In

the first degree, we are reminded of those principles, as

the foundation of a Masonic life. They are the mission

statement of the fraternity, so lets take a moment to review

those principles.

Principles are like

lighthouses. They

are natural laws that cannot be broken. As Cecil B.

deMille observed: “It is impossible for us to break the

law. We can only break ourselves against the law.

Principles are not practices. A practice is a specific activity

or action. A practice that works in one circumstance will

not necessarily work in another, as parents who have

tried to raise a second child exactly like they did the first

can readily attest.

While practices are situationally specific, principles are

DEEP, fundamental truths that have universal application.

They apply to individuals, to marriages, to families, to

private and public organizations of every kind. When

these truths are internalized into habits, they empower

people to create a wide variety of practices to deal with

different situations.

~ The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People ~ by Stephen

R. Covey
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The Fundamental Reason for The

Current Criticism of Freemasonry
by Bro. Gary Leazer

Presented at the Vancouver

Grand Masonic Day,

October 16, 1999

by Bro. Gary Leazer,

Masonic Information

Center, Silver Spring,

Maryland

The hypothesis of this paper is that with the

exception of the Roman Catholic Church, a

particular kind of theology called dispensational

fundamentalism is the driving force behind the

current effort by a small number of very vocal

people pushing their conservative churches and

denominations to condemn the masonic fraternity

as a false, or even Satanic, religion. Most of the

current criticisms against Freemasonry are coming,

not from members of the Southern Baptist

Convention, but from members belonging to

independent churches and other denominations.

I do not wish to attack anyone’s religious belief or

faith, and let me hasten to say that many men who

consider themselves conservatives and/or
fundamentalists are active and dedicated freemason.

I, myself, am a conservative in theology.

I believe I understand the mindset of those

individuals who seek to condemn Freemasonry. I

seek to explain and not attack.

One recent illustration can be offered. A church in

State College, Pennsylvania, has told its members,

“It is hoped that those members and adherents...

who are Freemasons will choose to disassociate

themselves with Freemasonry and inform the

Board of Elders and the Pastor of their decision.

The Board of Elders along with the Pastor will

meet with each member who desires to remain a

Freemason and decide on the appropriate action

in each case.”

I and several others from the Masonic Information

Center in Silver Spring, Maryland, flew to State

College to speak to freemasons and critics

representing clergy in several churches in the State

College area in an attempt to resolve some of the

questions being raised about our fraternity. We

were extremely pleased with the response and the

anti-masonic rhetoric has subsided, although it has

not died out completely.

A number of reasons have been proposed for the

current anti-masonic effort, but I would argue that

they are outward signs or symptoms of a much

deeper cause. Several reasons being offered, but

which miss the real cause are:

Some freemasons have speculated that perhaps

some masonic critics were turned down when they

petitioned for lodge membership. While this may

be true, I have found no evidence of that. I have

found that some freemasons, such as Jim Shaw,

joined the fraternity for the wrong reasons. He

grew up in an abusive home. His father deserted

the family when Jim was only a few months old.

His mother remarried. His step-father beat him

and his mother. Then, his step-father threw him

out of the house at age 13. His parents gave him

little religious training. Shaw looked to Masonry–

he was encouraged to “try to be like your Uncle

Irvin” who was a “good man and a Mason.” He

joined the fraternity and began an active member,

eventually becoming a 32°( KCCH). When he

became a Christian, Shaw said he found what he

was looking for in his newfound faith in Christ.

Because Freemasonry had not provided what he

had hoped it would, he turned against it.

James Larry Holly, the Beaumont, Texas physician

who was recognized as the leading Southern

Baptist critic of Freemasonry between 1985 and

1994 states that one of the reasons he is opposed

to Freemasonry is because it is a religion. Indeed,

all masonic critics begin with the assumption that

Freemasonry is a religion. But Holly has a more

personal reason for his opposition to the fraternity.

His father is a freemason and an Episcopalian.

Holly says his father is not a Christian and blames

Freemasonry because he claims his father was told

Freemasonry is all the religion he needs.

Money is a driving force for many masonic critics.

In fact, most of the agitators are people who

operate a ministry seeking to condemn not only

Freemasonry, but the Roman Catholic Church and

other religious groups they have decided are not

“Christian.” Sensational stories sell magazines and

The Quitter
By Robert W. Service

When you’re lost in the

Wild,
and you’re scared as a child,

And Death looks you bang

in the eye,

And you’re sore as a boil,

it’s according to Hoyle

To cock your revolver and . . . die.

But the Code of a Man says: “Fight all you can,”

And self-dissolution is barred.

In hunger and woe, oh, it’s easy to blow . . .

It’s the hell-served-for-breakfast that’s hard.

“You’re sick of the game!”

Well, now that’s a shame.

You’re young and you’re brave and you’re bright.

“You’ve had a raw deal!” I know —

but don’t squeal,

Buck up, do your damnedest, and fight.

It’s the plugging away that will win you the day,

So don’t be a piker, old pard!

Just draw on your grit, it’s so easy to quit.

It’s the keeping-your chin-up that’s hard.

It’s easy to cry that you’re beaten — and die;

It’s easy to crawfish and crawl;

But to fight and to fight when hope’s out of sight

Why that’s the best game of them all!

And though you come out of each gruelling bout,

All broken and battered and scarred,

Just have one more try — it’s dead easy to die,

It’s the keeping-on-living that’s hard.

Robert W. Service

Yukon Archives.

Whitehorse

Born January 16, 1874

Died September 11, 1958

Robert William Service was born in Preston,

Lancashire, England. After spending his childhood

in Scotland he came to Canada in 1894, working

for the Canadian Bank of Commerce in the Yukon

for eight years.

He is world reknown for penning “The Shooting

of Dan McGrew”, The Cremation of Sam

McGee”, The Call of the Wild” and “The Spell of

the Yukon” .

Less well known, but worthy of note are three

other poems: “The Quitter”, “Carry On!” and

“Just Think!”  He was a newspaper correspondent

for the Toronto Star during the Balkin Wars of

1912-13 and served as an ambulance driver and

correspondent during World War I.

From 1914 on he lived in Europe, returning to

Canada during WWII, to live in Hollywood and

Vancouver, then again living in Brittany and on

the French Riviera.

He died in Lancieux, France.

Robert W. Service was Initiated in 1912 and Passed

to Fellowcraft in 1915 in Yukon Lodge No. 45,

Dawson City
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On Hierarchy
By  Giovanni Lombardo

The main feature of Rito

Simbolico Italiano is the

absolute equality among its

members. No brother

receives other than the three

craft degrees, Entered

Apprentice, Fellowcraft and

Master Mason.

It can appear odd, therefore, to speak about

hierarchy within our Rite, since man can infer the

idea itself was banned from it. I think that this

inference is the result of a swift and superficial

evaluation. A hierarchy is a feature of any

organised group, aiming to a harmonious and

ordered social life.

Firstly, there is a functional hierarchy, which is

expressed by the Lodge’s offices. Each office

matches a service, so it is expedient that it is

covered by whoever can do it the best. Officers

hold ideas and values that fall under evaluation,

and any evaluation implies hierarchy, which is,

therefore, an axiological category, that is, an

organisation’s system is based on value, not on

power nor on charge.

In his Essais sur l’individualisme Luis Dumont

clearly displayed this idea, studying the Hindu

caste organisation. The political power does not

lie with the Brahmans, whose caste is at hierarchy’s

top, but on to Kshatriyas, the warriors.

In more ancient times, however, the functions were

unified in the same man. In “The Goden Bough”,

sir James Frazer wrote: “When we have said that

the ancient kings were commonly priests also, we

are far from having exhausted the religious aspect

of their office. In those days the divinity that hedges

a king was no empty form of speech, but the

expression of a sober belief. Kings were revered, in

many cases not merely as priests, that is, as

intercessors between man and god, but as themselves

gods, able to bestow upon their subjects and

worshippers those blessings which are commonly

supposed to be beyond the reach of mortals, and

are sought, if at all, only by prayer and sacrifice

offered to superhuman and invisible beings.”

The most famous figure of the priest-king is

doubtless Melchisedek, the Cosmic Christ,

whose Order is the caretaker of the Primordial

Tradition, all the secrets of God and the Universe.

He knows all the true history of our planet, past,

present and future, and returns periodically on

the Earth in order to activate the awakening of

the consciences.

Brotherhood

Across All

Barriers
By W. Bro. Jason

Whitehorn, MPS

Many years ago, I can

remember hearing stories

from a man who I have

always admired – Most

Worshipful Past Grand

Master Bobby Law.  These

were simple stories of simple Masonry in action.

One day, Worshipful Brother Bobby was headed

back home from a function with a barbeque grill in

tow when he developed a flat tire.  Many people

say him on the side of the road, but it was one

young Mason who happened to notice a square

and compass on the vehicle and stopped to give

help.  This brother didn’t know Bobby from any

other person – but he knew all he needed to know

– this man was a Brother in need.

Many fascinating stories could be told of Brothers

over the centuries who have aided brothers they

have never met and may never meet again.  As a

former Civil War Reinactor and a Son of

Confederate Veterans, I have a love for the Civil

War.  One of my favorite stories is one of two

soldiers – one rebel and one yankee – who were

squaring off for battle.  Only one man could live.

As the weapons were drawn and one or both lives

were about to end, both men noticed something

about the other – each was wearing a square and

compass on their uniform.  Not a word was

exchanged between the two brothers…and neither

was a bullet.

Today, we have a unique opportunity to

experience Masonry across a different type of

border – and whole family of Brothers from all

across the globe online.  LodgeRoomUS and

LodgeRoomUK gives us the opportunity to meet

and communicate with brethren from all walks of

life and have fellowship in a whole new way.

This month, I want to issue a challenge, to reach

out to “Adopt-A-Brother” from another country.

Take a month to email, chat, and really get to know

this brother.  Learn and share the differences you

may have in jurisdictions.  After that month is up,

take a few days to put together either an article or

an interview based on your new-found Brother

for the Magazine.  Find out how Masonry can

truly reach across the borders and learn just how

globally Masonry is.  After all, we may be as

diverse as far as the world views our individuality

– but deep down we will find that the common

denominator of being “brothers” goes much deeper

than a title…it is a bond that, when it truly exists,

is not broken.

Time

Continued on Page 18 - Time

By R.E.Comp. Ray M Hunt,

P.G.Supt.,

P.G.SwdB.

I would like to begin by asking everyone to take a

short period of time to think what “time” is and

what it means to you right now.

I won’t ask you for your answers but I imagine

that they will be many and varied.

My dictionary devotes one and a half columns

out of the three on the page to define the word

“time” and it begins by stating “Indefinite

continuous duration regarded as dimension in which

a sequence of events takes place”. .

In the mad rush of this modern world perhaps the

most valuable of all commodities is time but here

in the confines of a Masonic Temple one is able

for a time to relax and let the bustle of the outside

world go by, to relax and enjoy the companionship

of friends, to forget work, the garden, the stresses

and stains of living or making a living. I intend this

evening to take a brief look at time from a Masonic

viewpoint.

Only a century ago we were very certain about

both our origins and destinies. The physical

Universe, the earth and all forms of life thereon

had been created some 4000 years before the birth

of Christ. The calendar based on the beginning of

the world is known as ANNO LUCIS (A.L.)

meaning “In the year of Light”. It is also known as

the “Year of Masonry” and as such is officially

used by Craft Masonry. It is arrived at by simply

adding 4000 to our present calendar.

In time Immemorial our primitive parents, Adam

and Eve, lived for a time in Paradise before they

were expelled from there. Cain and Abel started

the agricultural and pastoral industries, and Tubal-

Cain invented metal making. At the Tower of Babel

man acquired the power of speaking in different

tongues and so the various languages of the world

arose. The sons of Noah founded the existing races

of mankind.

The destiny of the human race was almost as

precise and clear-cut. At no distant date – perhaps

AD 4000 – the witnesses of the end, Enoch and

Elijah would appear only to be slain by the Devil

who for his crime would be chained and cast into

Hell for a thousand years. On his release would

begin the War of Armageddon followed by the day

of Judgement when the wicked would be cast into

the lake of fire and brimstone.

TIME however has changed our outlook and

beliefs. Today our origins and destinies are not so

simple. The old picture of the Drama of Man has

crumbled away with the rise of modern science
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Fatwa Regarding Freemasonry

A Muslim View
COLLEGE OF ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE, MAKKAH, 15TH JULY 1978

by Farooq

The College of Islamic Jurisprudence considers

Freemasonry one of the most dangerously

destructive organisations to Islam and to Muslims.

The full text of the Fatwa is as follows:

College of Islamic Jurisprudence, Makkah, 15th

July 1978 - concerning: Freemasonry

“The College of Islamic Jurisprudence, in its session

convened at Makkah on 15th July 1978, examined

the issue of Freemasonry, of those affiliated with it

and the legal Islamic judgment on it, after adequate

study of this dangerous organisation, and the boy

of literature on it, inclusive of the College’s own

published documents, books, and newspaper and

journal articles.

From the totality of writings and texts which the

College examined, the following was evinced:

Freemasonry is a clandestine organisation, which

hides as well as reveals it operations as it sees fit.

Its true principles are guarded from all but its most
venerated masters, who have, by virtue of their

consecration at Freemasonry’s highest order

degrees, proven worth of this honour. It establishes

the relation of its members one to another, in all

places of the earth, as is the alleged human

Freemasonry and

the Middle East
There is a profound irony to the relationship

between Freemasonry and the Middle East. No

world organization owes more to the region in the

way of its motifs, its symbols, and its rituals. But

no organization in the course of its presence in the

Middle East has encountered more criticism, more

disapproval, and more outright government

persecution. (1)

Both because of Muslim injunctions against

Masonry and because of the suspicions of Middle

Eastern regimes about its political purposes, the

fraternity has had a twilight existence in Arab

world. Often the lodges meet in secret and in fear

of their officers being carted off to the police station.

A raid on one lodge in Saudi Arabia is described by

a Mason in graphic detail:

Individually and as a group, the four Masons were

subjected over and over again to a never-ending

brotherhood among all entrants in its organisation,

without discrimination as to race, religion, and

creed. Such overt misrepresentation of “fraternity”

is simple-minded, at best. It attracts persons whose

affiliation is practicable for the organisation; its

allure is largely of a personally lucrative nature for

the individuals sought. The high-minded principles

of this recruitment entail; pledged assistance to

any Freemasonic brother the world over; firm

support of any Freemasonic candidacy to public

office; and unconditional loyalty in all Freemasonic

endeavors, even in those where the individual must

compromise his sense of honour, justice, truth

and right.

Such lofty appeals often amass considerable

financial contributions. Admission to Freemasonry

is based on the celebration of the new member’s

affiliation through symbolic and awe-inspiring

ceremonies which serve to frighten the initiate if

he is at variance with the instructions; the more

threatening orders are issued successively with

rank. Gullible members are left free in the exercise

of their religious beliefs; if they do not choose to

benefit from the directives of guidance and the

assignment of task appropriate to their status (they

remain in lower degrees. As to the heretics, rank is

calibrated in relation to individual experience and

mastery, as well as demonstrated readiness to serve

Freemasonry’s purposes, principles, and plans.

It has political aims, and in most political and

military upheavals, it has a visible, as well as an

invisible, role. Its original organisational roots are

Jewish; its secret global high administration,

Jewish; and its activity, Zionist.

In its secret real aims, it is against all religions: in

general it seeks to destroy Islam for its Muslim

adherents. It strives to select its membership from

among positions of influence - financial, political,

social or scientific status ( and to draw to its ranks

kings, presidents and ministers, as tools to be

manipulated in the forging of its dogma. It has

branches which adopt other names to thus

misrepresent and divert attention away from

activities which encounter resistance to the name

of Freemasonry. Among the most conspicuous

branches operating under pseudonym are the Lions

and Rotary Clubs; many, under multiple guise,

similarly contradict the fundamentals of Islam. It

has become evident to the College of Islamic

Jurisprudence the strong relation of Freemasonry

to world Zionist Jewry. Thus it has been able to

dominate many officials in the Arab countries

concerning the question of Palestine, and to

interfere in the Palestine question on behalf of the

Jews and world Zionism.

Therefore, and for the detailed data on

Freemasonry’s activity, its considerable danger,

its wicked dressing and its cunning aims, the

College of Islamic Jurisprudence considers

Freemasonry one of the most dangerously

destructive organisations to Islam and to Muslims

Whoever would associate himself with it while

in knowledge of its true nature and aims, would

be a non-believer in Islam and uncounted among

its adherents.”

Source: Fatwa reproduced in “Freemasonry”, by Muhammad Safwat al-Saqqa Amini and Sa’di Abu Habib.

interrogation concerning theft Masonic activities. An officer with the rank of major was in charge and

conducted the lengthy, detailed investigation. And all of the materials seized during the raid on the

Masonic Lodge were gathered and pored over in fine detail. Later on, George Freygang related that the

documentation in possession of the secret police before the infamous raid convinced him that the Saudi

Security had “copies of everything” (George’s own words) that had been generated by many of the

Masons, including a number of phone conversations.(2)

Whatever Masonry may be in Europe or North America, it truly is a

clandestine organization in much of the Arab world, notwithstanding its public

relations efforts elsewhere to achieve a better image.(3) The present situation of

Freemasonry in countries where the majority of the population are Muslims is

precarious, despite long efforts to establish a Masonic presence:

The first Lodge erected in the Middle East was established by Scotland at Aden in

1850. This appears to have been followed by a Lodge in Palestine about 1873.

However, most Masonic development was spawned in this century,

beginning with English Lodges located in Iraq shortly after the First World War.

Unfortunately, the lot of the Craft in the Middle East has not generally been a

happy one. Only in Israel has Masonry flourished, with that country

possessing a regular Grand Lodge.

Outside of Israel very few Lodges remain, with the oldest survivor being a Scottish Lodge in Jordan,

dating from 1925. British-warranted Lodges that formerly existed in Iraq, South Yemen (Aden), and

elsewhere on the Arabian Peninsula have all been extinguished as the result of political pressure. A few

German-warranted Lodges work in Arabia, having

been set up in only very recent years. However, Continued on Page 19 - Middle East

�
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Masonic

Humor
COSTELLO CALLS TO BUY A

COMPUTER FROM ABBOTT

ABBOTT: Super Duper computer store. Can I

help you?

COSTELLO: Thanks. I’m setting up an office in

my den and I’m thinking about buying a

computer.

ABBOTT: Mac?

COSTELLO: No, the name’s Lou.

ABBOTT: Your computer?

COSTELLO: I don’t own a computer. I want to

buy one.

ABBOTT: Mac?

COSTELLO: I told you, my name’s Lou.

ABBOTT: What about Windows?

COSTELLO: Why? Will it get stuffy in here?

ABBOTT: Do you want a computer with

Windows?

COSTELLO: I don’t know. What will I see when

I look at the windows?

ABBOTT: Wallpaper.

COSTELLO: Never mind the windows. I need a

computer and software.

ABBOTT: Software for Windows?

COSTELLO: No. On the computer! I need

something I can use to write proposals, track
expenses and run my business. What do you

have?

ABBOTT: Office.

COSTELLO: Yeah, for my office. Can you

recommend anything?

ABBOTT: I just did.

COSTELLO: You just did what?

ABBOTT: Recommend something.

COSTELLO: You recommended something?

ABBOTT: Yes.

COSTELLO: For my office?

ABBOTT: Yes.

COSTELLO: OK, what did you recommend for

my office?

ABBOTT: Office.

COSTELLO: Yes, for my office!

ABBOTT: I recommend Office with Windows.

COSTELLO: I already have an office with

windows! OK, let’s just say I’m sitting at

my computer and I want to type a proposal.

What do I need?

ABBOTT: Word.

COSTELLO: What word?

ABBOTT: Word in Office.

COSTELLO: The only word in office is office.

ABBOTT: The Word in Office for Windows.

COSTELLO: Which word in office for windows?

ABBOTT: The Word you get when you click the

blue “W”.

COSTELLO: I’m going to click your blue “w” if

you don’t start with some straight answers.

OK, forget that. Can I watch movies on the

Internet?

ABBOTT: Yes, you want Real One.

COSTELLO: Maybe a real one, maybe a cartoon.

What I watch is none of your business. Just

tell me what I need!

ABBOTT: Real One.

COSTELLO: If it’s a long movie, I also want to

watch reels 2, 3 and 4. Can I watch them?

ABBOTT: Of course.

COSTELLO: Great! With what?

ABBOTT: Real One.

COSTELLO: OK, I’m at my computer and I want

to watch a movie. What do I do?

ABBOTT: You click the blue “1”.

COSTELLO: I click the blue one what?

ABBOTT: The blue “1”.

COSTELLO: Is that different from the blue w?

ABBOTT: The blue “1” is Real One and the blue

“W” is Word.

COSTELLO: What word?

ABBOTT: The Word in Office for Windows.

COSTELLO: But there are three words in “office

for windows”!

ABBOTT: No, just one. But it’s the most popular

Word in the world.

COSTELLO: It is?

ABBOTT: Yes, but to be fair, there aren’t many

other Words left. It pretty much wiped out

all the other Words out there.

COSTELLO: And that word is real one?

ABBOTT: Real One has nothing to do with Word.

Real One isn’t even part of Office.

COSTELLO: STOP! Don’t start that again. What

about financial bookkeeping? You have

anything I can track my money with?
ABBOTT: Money.

COSTELLO: That’s right. What do you have?

ABBOTT: Money.

COSTELLO: I need money to track my money?

ABBOTT: It comes bundled with your computer.

COSTELLO: What’s bundled with my computer?

ABBOTT: Money.

COSTELLO: Money comes with my computer?

ABBOTT: Yes. No extra charge.

COSTELLO: I get a bundle of money with my

computer? How much?

ABBOTT: One copy.

COSTELLO: Isn’t it illegal to copy money?

ABBOTT: Microsoft gave us a license to copy

Money.

COSTELLO: They can give you a license to copy

money?

ABBOTT: Why not? THEY OWN IT!

(A few days later)

ABBOTT: Super Duper computer store. Can I

help you?

COSTELLO: How do I turn my computer off?

ABBOTT: Click on “START”.......

Alternate Definitions

The Washington Post runs a yearly contest where

readers are asked to supply alternate meanings for

various words - and the winners are...

1. Coffee (n.), a person who is coughed upon.

2. Flabbergasted (adj.), appalled over how much

weight you have gained.

3. Abdicate (v.), to give up all hope of ever having

a flat stomach.

4. Esplanade (v.), to attempt an explanation while

drunk.

5. Willy-nilly (adj.), impotent.

6. Negligent (adj.), describes a condition in which

you absentmindedly answer the door in your

nightgown.

7. Lymph (v), to walk with a lisp.

8. Gargoyle (n.), an olive-flavored mouthwash.

9. Flatulence (n.) the emergency vehicle that picks

you up after you are run over by a

steamroller.

10. Balderdash (n.), a rapidly receding hairline.

11. Testicle (n.), a humorous question on an exam.

12. Rectitude (n.), the formal, dignified demeanor

assumed by a proctologist immediately before

he examines you.

13. Oyster (n.), a person who sprinkles his

conversation with Yiddish expressions.

14. Pokemon (n), A Jamaican proctologist.

15. Frisbeetarianism (n.), The belief that, when

you die, your soul goes up on the roof and

gets stuck there.

16. Circumvent (n.), the opening in the front of

boxer shorts.

THE SIGN OF A FREEMASON

A Quaker Mason formed one of an indiscriminate

company of cowans at an inn, where the landlord

was also a Brother. Numerous jokes were cracked

at the expense of the Fraternity, and the Quaker

was called upon to show them a Mason’s sign.

One of the company offered to give him a bottle

of wine if he would comply with their wishes;

and, at length, though with much apparant

reluctance, he agreed, on the condition that the

wine should be immediately produced, and that

the individual consented to receive the

communication privately; the Quaker adding:

“Friend, if thou does not confess to the company

that I have shown thee a Freemason’s sign, I will

pay for the wine myself.”

The proposition was too reasonable to be refused,

and the curious candidate for Masonic knowledge

retired into another room with his formal friend.

When there, the following dialogue took place:

Quaker: “So friend, thou are desirous of seeing a

Freemason’s sign?”

Cowan: “I am.”

Quaker: “Canst thou keep a secret?”

Cowan: “Try me.”

Quaker: “Good! Thou knowest that our friend

Johnson, the innkeeper, is a Mason?”

Cowan: “I do.”

Quaker: “Very well.” Then taking him by the arm,

he led him to the window, “Dost thou see that

ramping lion which swings from yonder upright

post?”

Cowan: “To be sure I do - it is our landlord’s

sign.”
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Quaker: “Good! Then friend, our landlord being a

Freemason thou art satisfied that I have shown

thee a Freemason’s sign, and thy bottle of wine is

forfeited. For thy own sake, thou wilt keep the

secret.”

The cowan returned to the room with a look of

astonishment, confessed that he had received the

desired infromation; and the mystery, which he

had purposely observed,tempted others to

purchase the secret at the same price.

Bible Jokes

Q. What kind of man was Boaz before he married

Ruth?

A. Ruthless.

Q. What do they call pastors in Germany?

A. German Shepherds.

Q. Who was the greatest financier in the Bible?

A. Noah. He was floating his stock while everyone

else was in liquidation.

Q. Who was the greatest female financier in the

Bible?

A. Pharaoh’s daughter. She went down to the bank

of the Nile and drew out a little prophet.

Q. What kind of motor vehicles are in the Bible?

A. Jehovah drove Adam and Eve out of the Garden
in a Fury. David’s Triumph was heard

throughout the land. Also, probably a Honda,

because the apostles were all in one Accord.

Q. Who was the greatest comedian in the Bible?

A. Samson. He brought the house down.

Q. What excuse did Adam give to his children as to

why he no longer lived in Eden?

A. Your mother ate us out of house and home.

Q. Which servant of God was the most flagrant

lawbreaker in the Bible?

A. Moses. He broke all 10 commandments at once.

Q. Which area of Palestine was especially wealthy?

A. The area around Jordan. The banks were always

overflowing.

Q. Who is the greatest babysitter mentioned in

the Bible?

A. David. He rocked Goliath to a very deep sleep.

Q. Which Bible character had no parents?

A. Joshua, son of Nun.

Q. Why didn’t they play cards on the Ark?

A. Because Noah was standing on the deck.

(Groan...)

P.S.:  Did you know it’s a sin for a woman to make

coffee?

Yup, it’s in the Bible. It says . . . “He-brews”

Logic Tests

Try to answer them before looking at the answers

— and all do have logical answers.

1. A murderer is condemned to death. He has

to choose between three rooms. The first

is full of raging fires, the second is full of

assassins with loaded guns, and the third

is full of lions that haven’t eaten in 3 years.

Which room is safest for him?

2. A woman shoots her husband. Then she

holds him under water for over 5 minutes.

Finally, she hangs him. But 5 minutes later

they both go out together and enjoy a

wonderful dinner together. How can this

be?

3. What is black when you buy it, red when

you use it, and gray when you throw it

away?

4. Can you name three consecutive days

without using the words Monday,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,

Saturday, or Sunday?

5. This is an unusual paragraph. I’m curious

how quickly you can find out what is so

unusual about it. It looks so plain you

would think nothing was wrong with it. In

fact, nothing is wrong with it! It is unusual
though. Study it, and think about it, but

you still may not find anything odd. But if

you work at it a bit, you might find out

what it is that’s so unusual.

- - -

Did you try to figured them out first? Here are

the answers:

1. The third. Lions that haven’t eaten in three

years are dead.

2. This one’s fairly lame, but the woman was a

photographer. She shot a picture of her

husband, developed it and hung it up to

dry.

3. Charcoal.

4. It’s pretty easy: Yesterday, Today, and

Tomorrow!

5. The letter “e,” which is the most common

letter in the English language, does not

appear once in the long paragraph.

Humorous English Signs From

Around The World

TOKYO HOTEL:

Is forbidden to steal hotel towels please. If you

are not a person to do such thing is please not to

read notis.

BUCHAREST (ROMANIA) HOTEL:

The lift is being fixed for the next day. During that

time we regret that you will be unbearable.

LEIPZIG (GERMANY) ELEVATOR:

Do not enter the lift backwards, and only when

lit up.

BELGRADE (YUGOSLAVIA) ELEVATOR:

To move the cabin, push button for wishing floor.

If the cabin should enter more persons, each one

should press a number of wishing floor. Driving

then going alphabetically by national order.

PARIS HOTEL ELEVATOR:

Please leave your values at the front desk.

ATHENS (GREECE) HOTEL:

Visitors are expected to complain at the office

between the hours of 9 and 11 a.m. daily.

YUGOSLAVIAN HOTEL:

The flattening of underwear with pleasure is the

job of the chambermaid.

JAPANESE HOTEL:

You are invited to take advantage of

the chambermaid.

MOSCOW HOTEL:

You are welcome to visit the cemetery where

famous Russian and Soviet composers, artists and

writers are buried daily except Thursday.

SWISS MENU:
Our wines leave you nothing to hope for.

AUSTRIAN SKI LODGE:

Not to perambulate the corridors in the hours of

repose in the boots of ascension.

POLISH MENU:

Salad a firm’s own make; limpid red beet soup

with cheesy dumplings in the form of a finger;

roasted duck let loose; beef rashers beaten up in

the country people’s fashion.

HONG KONG TAILOR SHOP:

Ladies may have a fit upstairs.

BANGKOK DRY CLEANERS:

Drop your trousers here for best results.

PARIS DRESS SHOP:

Dresses for street walking.

RHODES (GREECE) TAILOR SHOP:

Order your summers suit. Because is big rush we

will execute customers in strict rotation.

SOVIET NEWSPAPER:

There will be a Moscow exhibition of Arts by

15,000 Soviet Republic painters and sculptors.

These were executed over the past two years.

GERMAN CAMPING SITE: It is strictly

forbidden on our Black Forest camping site that

people of different sex, for instance, men and

women, live together in one tent unless they are

married with each other for that purpose.
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Masonic Mottoes
In imitation of the sentences appended to the Coats of Arms and seals of the Gilds and other societies, the Freemasons have for different branches of their

Order mottoes, which are placed on their banners or put at the head of their documents, which are expressive of the character and design, either of the whole

Order or of the particular branch to which the motto belongs. [Mackey’s Encyclopedia, p. 684.]

Ancient Craft Masonry

London Company of Freemasons

London Company of Masons

Premier Grand Lodge of Freemasons

Ancient Grand Lodge

Mark Master

Capitular Masonry

Templar Masonry

Scottish Rite

UGLE coat of arms

Scottish Rite, 14°

Scottish Masonry 30°

Scottish Masonry 32°

Scottish Masonry 33°

A. & A. S. R. S. J.

Order of the Red Cross

G. O. D. (acronym)

Ordo ab Chao

In Deo fiducia vinces

In Deo fiducia vinces

Lapis reprobatus caput anguli

Kodesh Layehovah Exodus 29:30

In hoc signo vinces

Lux e tenebris

Kodes la Adonai

Audi, vide, tace, si vis vivere in pace

Virtus junxit, mors non separabit

Ne plus ultra

Spes mea in Deo est

Deus meumque Jus

Dieu et mon Droit

Magna est Veritas, et praevalabit

Pulsanti Operietur

Gomer, Oz, Dabar

Bene agere et laetari

Order out of Chaos

God is our Guide.

In the Lord is all our Trust

In the Lord is all our Trust

Holiness to the Lord

[the] stone [which was] rejected [has become] the

head[stone] of the corner [Acts 4:11]

Holiness to the Lord

By this sign thou shalt conquer

Light out of darkness

Holiness to the Lord [Exodus 28:36]

Hear, see, be silent, if you would live in peace.

Virtue has united, death shall not separate

Nothing more beyond

My hope is in God

God and my right

God and my right

Great is truth, and it will prevail

to him who knocks it shall be opened

Wisdom, Strength and Beauty

Do good cheerfully

What is Masonic Justice?
By R. Theron Dunn

What is justice? California Masonic ritual defines it as follows:

Justice is that standard or boundary of right which enables us to render unto

every man his just due, without distinction. This virtue is not only consistent

with divine and human law, it is the very cement and support of civil society, and

as Justice in a great part defines the really good man…1

Pike expands on this and defines justice in a different manner:

“…wrong and injustice once done cannot be undone; but are eternal in their consequences; once

committed, are numbered with the irrevocable Past; that the wrong that is done contains its own

retributive penalty as surely and as naturally as the acorn contains the oak.  Its consequences are

its punishment; it needs no other, and can have no heavier; they are involved in its commission,

and cannot be separated from it.  A wrong done to another is an injury done to our own Nature, an

offence against our own souls, a disfiguring of the image of the Beautiful and Good.  Punishment

is not the execution of a sentence, but the occurrence of an effect.”2

There are two elements of justice, balance of the natural order, and what we owe to our brothers. The

latter, justice being the duty we owe is the more interesting of the two. Nature will balance out,

immediately or over time.

These concepts of justice are not mutually exclusive, they are, rather, mutually self supporting, the

one reinforcing the other. Your duty to your fellows is a matter of definite right and wrong, and as Pike

notes, what we do has repercussions, not necessarily by being caught in an immoral act, and punished

by men, but in the balance of nature. Our duty is to act in a just and upright manner, to all men.

This is in keeping with my personal belief: Life is karmic, like a magnet. If you do good, you attract

good, and if you do evil, then likewise you attract evil. The charge stays with you, in this life, and while

good acts can overcome the bad, the bad remains with you, it cannot be undone by acts.

Life is also a matter of Intent. If you do evil what intending good, for instance driving someone to a

hospital in the dead of winter and hitting a patch

of ice which results in a spin out and the death of

your passenger is not evil If a man’s intention are
good, the good will show in his words and deeds,

and the same for evil intentions. The good will

always out and show itself, no matter the

circumstances.

Intention is not the sole arbiter of justice. 3 There

is an old saw: The road to hell is paved with good

intentions. If a man sees evil being done, but does

nothing to stop it, in my opinion, he is as guilty of

the crime as those that committed it. Intention is

not enough, one must actively pursue the good in

the world. Sitting back and pontificating on what

might be done, what should be done is not enough.

For instance, if a man stands by while a child runs

into the street, intending to take action, but

hesitating for whatever reason, then when the child

is injured, he is guilty of the child’s injury through

inaction.

A lack of action is a choice. One chooses to or not

to act, and choosing not to act when the inaction

can result in injury, to an individual or to society,

the one has chosen to act badly, which is

committing an injustice. In the example of this

lesson, not acting would have been unjust to both

sides of the issue. Justice requires balance, that all

may profit equally and none have the advantage.

In this sense, compromise can be said to be justice,

if all affected parties receive equal outcome from

the compromise.

Justice is, at its root, about balance. Needs and

Continued on Page 22 - Justice
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True Secrets of Freemasonry
Those who become Freemasons only for the sake of finding out the secret of the order, run a very

great risk of growing old under the trowel without ever realizing their purpose. Yet there is a

secret, but it is so inviolable that it has never been confided or whispered to anyone. Those who

stop at the outward crust of things imagine that the secret consists in words, in signs, or that the

main point of it is to be found only in reaching the highest degree. This is a mistaken view: the man

who guesses the secret of Freemasonry, and to know it you must guess it, reaches that point only

through long attendance in the lodges, through deep thinking, comparison, and deduction. He

would not trust that secret to his best friend in Freemasonry, because he is aware that if his friend

has not found it out, he could not make any use of it after it had been whispered in his ear. No, he

keeps his peace, and the secret remains a secret.

Giovanni Giacomo Casanova, Memoirs, Volume 2a, Paris, p. 33

Continued on Page 24 - Geometry

Sacred Geometry
By P.M. from Milan

Rito Simbolico Italiano

Translated by Wr. Giovanni Lombardo

Over the Worshipful Master’s throne there is an equilateral triangle, while the three candleholders

which are laid over the tessellated pavement form a rectangular triangle, the sides of which are long 3,

4 and 5 units.

If a man considers the relationship existing between Heaven and Earth, man cannot form an equilateral

triangle on earth. The Trinity, coming from Heaven, is vertical on Earth. The Trinity projects the

creation by the proportion’s law, which is grounded on the “golden number” phi (pronounced Fee),

represented by the greek character: 

Geometry explains any physical appearance which was conceived in the metaphysical side. The letter
“G”, which man finds between the square and the compasses, stands for Geometry.

The ritual prescribes the three candleholders must be laid over the pavement so to form a rectangular

triangle, but says nothing about the sides’ ratio. This essay’s goal is to find out any possible solutions.

I shall examine the triangle under four points of view:

1. the symbolic roles in the lodge’s works,

2. as instrument of operative Freemasonry,

3. the horizontal arm of the Cross: the Nature’s way,

4. the vertical arm of the Cross: the Art’s way.

The research finds out two proportions only. The former is the rectangular triangle the sides of which

are 3-4-5 units. The latter is the rectangular triangle which is built on the diagonal of the rectangle, the

sides of which are 1-2. What does it mean for the initiate? Which is the reason of this geometrical figure

and of these ratios?

* * *

1.  The symbolic roles in the lodge’s works

At the beginning, the Officers light the three lesser lights as follows: first, the Worshipful Master lights

his candle, saying: “Let wisdom enlighten our work”. Then, it’s the turn of the SW who says: “Let

beauty radiate and complete it”. Last comes up the JW, who says “Let force hold it out”. The

Immediate Past WM then says: “For the good of humanity and to the glory of the GAOTU”.

The JW had previously taken down the pillar on his own bench to point out that force – which

Brethren shall use during the works – must be harnessed and directed toward a certain end, so to act on

one’s own earth, that is, the human being.

The end is displayed by the SW who raises his pillar up, to point out that harmony rules over this work

– to be performed along the Nature’s way. In this sense, man creates any suitable conditions to reach

Wisdom, that is, the inner equilibrium. These are the little mysteries of the Nature’s way.

Before lighting up their lights the Officers perambulate around the Tracing Board, squaring it off clockwise.

The direction means that Freemasons must work endlessly, as every day the sun and other stars rise,

culminate and set, because of the daily rotation of

earth around its own axis. By squaring off man

alludes to the work to be performed, i. e., to smooth

one’s own rough ashlar.

They mark the ‘centre’ of the lodge, thus creating

a door which is open to Heaven and Earth at the

same time.

The lodge’s activity consists in the Brethren’s

sacrifice, that is a sacrum facere, to make something

sacred. The sacrifice is the Brethren’s effort to go

into their inner and to work both individually and

collectively. Freemasonry belongs to group’s

phenomenology. The group amasses energy

through the Union’s Chain, then casts it for the

benefit of humanity. Esse quam videri; to be, rather

than to seem.

2. As instrument of operative Freemasonry

Like the ancient Egyptians, operative Freemasons

used a rope with twelve knots, that divided the

rope in equal parts. Twelve are the zodiacal signs

in the lodge-room.

By this rope they were able to form a right angle.

Bending the rope, Freemasons formed a rectangular

triangle, the sides of which are 3-4-5 units. So

they got the right angle, which was essential to

draw parallel and perpendicular lines.1

The Initiate follows the Nature’s way, which is

spelt by twelve signs, while the Adept works on
the Art’s way, on the holy Tetraktys’s ten signs.

The Nature’s way is in accordance with natural

cycles; the Art’s way avails itself of the subtle

strength which is in the Nature.

* * *

3. The horizontal arm of the Cross: the

Nature’s way. Rectangular triangle’s

placement.

Before going into details, I have to clear the Mystic’s

method to research his own Self. The analogy is of

basic importance to understand reality, besides the

scientific method. Somebody says the scientific

method is grounded on inductions and deductions.

For me, I prefer Carl Popper’s theory, that is,

science progresses by replacing any theory which

it has previously adopted, and so on endlessly.

I read somewhere that analogy is like a waterfall

which turns into many streams. Analogy lets us

consider the triangle’s legs as symbols of two

heavenly motions: the daily and the annual one.

The long leg symbolizes the sun’s daily motion,

the extremes being sunrise and sunset.

The short leg is instead symbol of the sun’s seeming

position during the annual run.Both motions are

important for they cause magnetic variations.
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Dante and Meister Eckhart
By Marco Vannini,The translator of Meister

Eckhardt's works into Italian

Translated into English by Giovanni Lombardo

The comparison between Dante and Meister

Eckart is necessary for two reasons: one extrinsic,

the other intrinsic.

Regarding the first reason, we notice that both are

contemporary philosophers and theologians

dealing with the mundane papacy of the 13th

century and both played a fundamental role in

setting up their respective vernaculars.

As for the second reason – perhaps of greater

importance – we must point out how both men

placed themselves at the vertex of medieval

Christendom (perhaps of all Christianity)

proposing a vision of man becoming himself God

and, therefore, partaker in the eternal light and

beatitude even during his earthly life.

It also is important to point out the difference

between the two philosophers and what makes

the German Dominican friar a model of our time -

if not anticipatory of the man whom we believe

will be the future religious type of humankind -

whereas the Florentine Poet remains just the

greatest testament of a season gone forever.

1. For the sake of brevity, we shall read the

last Canto of the Paradise, where Dante’s

journey is crowned, as well as man’s

spiritual experience.1

Eternal Light, You only dwell within

Yourself, and only You know You; Self-

knowing,

Self-known, You love and smile upon Yourself!2

These words mark the end of the Christian Middle

Ages: so, in fact, at the end of his journey Dante

addresses himself to God, who is not only eternal

light, but also movement and life, act of intelligence

and love that joins in a Trinitarian rhythm the

Father to the Son, within the Holy Spirit. Here

the theological expression is not an abstract

construction on the Divinity with no links to

human reality, but the effect of a fundamental

experience: that light is intelligence’s very sight

and of man’s love, who recognizes himself within

the “Eternal Light”:

because my sight, becoming pure, was able

to penetrate the ray of Light more deeply

that Light, sublime, which in Itself is true.3

If the “sight” is sincere, i. e. sheer, with no material

interest – if the glance is simple, as Margherita

Porete,4  a contemporary of Dante, would say –

man will then enter through the beam of the eternal

light, thus becoming light himself, light in the light:

Whoever sees that Light is soon made such

that it would be impossible for him

to set that Light aside for other sight;

because the good, the object of the will,

is fully gathered in that Light; outside

that Light, what there is perfect is defective.5

Light totally captures man’s intelligence and will,

so that they can no longer be diverted, since such

a light contains all the good, which is the object of

the will, and outside there is no perfection. Here

man reaches the beatitude, which consists in the

intelligence’s full deploying and in the will’s final

accomplishment.

The Poet, indeed, takes his journey on the side of

the will. Intelligence alone, in fact, is not able to

fully understand that “great light”, which is so far

from “mortal concepts”,6  and his words are not

fit to describe the experience of God’s vision, the

sweetness of which only remains in his heart:

From that point on, what I could see was

greater

than speech can show: at such a sight, it fails

and memory fails when faced with such excess.

As one who sees within a dream, and, later,

the passion that had been imprinted stays,

but nothing of the rest returns to mind,

such am I, for my vision almost fades

completely, yet it still distils within

my heart the sweetness that was born of it.

So is the snow, beneath the sun, unsealed;

and so, on the light leaves, beneath the wind,

the oracles the Sibyl wrote were lost.7

Dante therefore resorts to the image of a “moving

equality”8  – three circles, of different colours but

of the same size, apparently reflecting each other,

like a rainbow into another rainbow; the third one

like the fire which is blown by the other two – to

describe the Uni-Trinity that men can neither

understand nor express by words:

essence of that exalted Light, three circles

appeared to me; they had three different colors,

but all of them were of the same dimension;

one circle seemed reflected by the second,

as rainbow is by rainbow, and the third

seemed fire breathed equally by those two

circles.9

In this moving circle - which is conceived by the

first one, in the duplex meaning that the verb “to

conceive” has in the Italian language: to generate

and to think - the piercing glance of the Poet

acknowledges the image of the man, viz. his own

image, thus witnessing the co-existence of man

within that light:

That circle-which, begotten so, appeared

in You as light reflected-when my eyes

had watched it with attention for some time,

within itself and colored like itself,

to me seemed painted with our effigy,

so that my sight was set on it completely.10

Only the Grace’s dazzling gleam can grant the Poet

the wish to see God, the yearning desire that is

beating his mind,11  so that the union is

accomplished on the plan of the wish, of the will:

Here force failed my high fantasy; but my

desire and will were moved already-like

a wheel revolving uniformly-by

the Love that moves the sun and the other

stars.12

Dante so communicates that experience of

complete clarity, perfect peace, beatitude, that only

the image of the eternal light, self-stretching on

everything, can somehow communicate (and

through the great poetry, certainly better than every

other mean). An experience that he can also call

ecstatic, but only in the sense of an endless joy,

superior to the fortuity of the things, because in

effects it is a concrete experience, absolutely real

Continued on Page 26- Dante
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Mozart and Masonic Music
By Bro. John T. Hirt, Jr.

“Mozart is the greatest

composer of all.

Beethoven created his

music, but the music of

Mozart is of such purity

and beauty that one feels

he merely found it – that it

has always existed as part of the inner beauty

of the universe waiting to be revealed.”

Albert Einstein

“Immortal Mozart! You to whom I owe

everything – to whom I owe that I lost my mind,

that my soul was astounded, that I was terrified

at the core of my being – you to whom I owe that

I did not go through life without encountering

something that could shake me, you whom I

thank because I did not die without having loved,

even though my love was unhappy. No wonder,

then, that I am much more zealous for his

glorification than for the happiest moment of my

own life, much more zealous for his immortality

than for my own existence. Indeed, if he were

taken away, if his name were blotted out, that

would demolish the one pillar that until now has

prevented everything from collapsing for me

into a boundless chaos, into a dreadful nothing”

SØren Kierkegaard

December 14, 5784/AD 1784

Communiqué from the Lodge zur

Wohltätigkeit (Charity) to sister Lodges in

Vienna:

On 57 14 84 at 6:30pm—Assembly of the first

degree. Initiation of: Wanzel Summer,

chaplain at Erdberg Wolfgang A. Mozart,

choirmaster. 1

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, one of the greatest

musical prodigies in history, a shinning

representative of that era known as die Aufklärung

(the Enlightenment) received his Masonic initiation

on a cold winter day in one of the smallest Lodges

in Vienna. He was 28 years old with thus seven

years remaining in his life. In that final period

Mozart would deeply embrace the Masonic

philosophy, publicly declare his membership

when politics turned against the craft, and celebrate

its universal message of initiation in his masterpiece

The Magic Flute.

My introduction to Mozart came through my

participation in Freemasonry. I had, of course,

known of Mozart and his importance, in the

pantheon of western music. However I had not

felt Mozart. While researching some history of

the Craft I came upon his name and membership.

Intrigued I purchased a CD of Mozart’s Masonic

music. This whetted my appetite for more Mozart

and in the course opened myself to an interest in

classical music.

The purpose of this article is to touch on some of

the symbolism in Mozart’s music and his craft

involvement. Not being a musicologist I have relied

on the excellent interpretations of one who is both

a Mason and a musicologist. Yet, as a layman I

was still able, to perceive, by ear, the symbolism

in the music as Mozart does not bury it deeply

but leaves it there for all to hear and intuit. This

by far not a complete study as that has and would

take volumes. My hope is to acquaint the reader

and hope to encourage further independent study.

At the time of Mozart’s initiation Freemasonry

was very well tolerated in Austria. The Great

Lodge of Austria had been formed in 1742 and by

the time of Mozart’s initiation there were 62

Lodges including eight in Vienna. (This would later

be condensed into three Lodges by order of the

Emperor Joseph II*).2 It is interesting to note that

Mozart a devout catholic mirrored many other

Catholics in Austria of this time with no

ecclesiastical dilemma toward Freemasonry. The

Aufklärung with its ideals of reason and

Brotherhood of man fit in well with the philosophy

of Freemasonry. It appears that to be both in

Austria constituted an “Enlightened Catholic”. 3

The late Dr. Bernhard Paumgartner **, former

Director of the Salzburg Mozarteum and

Mozart biographer expresses this wonderfully

when he writes:

 “The benevolent and liberal efforts of

Freemasonry, its fight against superstition and

narrow mindedness, the idealistic principals

of mutual assistance and fraternal equality of

rights, undoubtedly had a strong effect on

Mozart’s sensitive disposition. His inclination

for cheerful society, the necessity which he felt

for more profound conversation conversation

amongst intimates, and his mind (which was

open to all humanitarian ideas, and which, in

spite of genuine faith, was always sub-

consciously striving to rid itself of all which is

strictly dogmatic in matters of faith and ethics),

all these things must have made him appreciate

the fraternity of Freemasonry as a revelation

after the repressing narrowness of his Salzburg

environment. The mysterious ceremonial of the

order and the important part played by solemn

music at all their festivities and ceremonies

completed the hold of Freemasonry on

Mozart’s artistic imagination” 4

Shortly after his initiation Mozart began

composing Masonic works. The earliest of these

include K 477 (Masonic Funeral March); the

Cantatas K 471: Die Maurerfreude (The Mason’s

Joy) and K 483: Zerfliesset heut (Today be moved,

Dear Brothers), and also the song K 468: Die

Gesellenreise (The Fellowcrafts Journey).

Shortly thereafter, Mozart would also sponsor

his good friend and famed fellow composer Joseph

Haydn into the Craft, in Feb. 1785. Followed by

Mozart’s father Leopold, a month later.

Interestingly, Mozart would compose The

Fellowcraft’s Journey specifically for his father’s

Felllowcraft degree. One can only wonder with

what emotion Wolfgang played this gift for his

father, on that night.

Link to Die Gesellenreise:

http://www.mediafire.com/?4dtzcmytnem

Jacques Henry’s informative volume ‘Mozart the

Freemason’ explores the Masonic symbolism in

Mozart’s work. Besides being an artistic director

for the annual Mozart festival in the Drome region

of France he is himself a Freemason.

So we will follow as Bro. Henry conducts us into

the symbolism of Mozart’s craft with the attentive

ear of a musicologist.

Bro. Henry begins his review of the Masonic

symbolism in Mozart’s music with the

significance of the threefold symbolism. We will

look at a few of his examples beginning with this

statement. “The superimposition of thirds, major

or minor, constitutes a perfect chord and creates a

serene harmony that has been recognized since

Pythagoras first analyzed it. Thirds can be

expressed either in the form of a non-arpeggiated

chord (in which all the notes are played

simultaneously or as an arpeggiated chord (where

the notes are played in succession). Thirds can

also result from the superimposition, at this

interval, of several melodic lines. An example of

this would be in the themes of the first and second

movements of the Puchberg Trio*** (K.563). 5

Link to “Puchberg Trio” (K.563):

http://www.mediafire.com/?3umudozqjlz

Henry continues further “Mozart, a freemason,

knows that the third, either in the form of a chord

or in intervals expressed in a melodic line, is a

symbol bearing harmony. Its use is not necessarily

an indication of symbolism; it may be for a

composer simply an expression of serenity. But

Continued on Page 28- Mozart
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Nobly Born
This interview can be heard at:

http://podcast.lodgeroominternational.com/

Interview by

Bill McElligott

Question: OK Stephen,

thank you for agreeing

to this interview, I guess
you know there is still a

lot of interest in your

writing after the success of your previous

books.

What is Nobly Born all about?

On the surface, Nobly Born is another book

about the Knights Templar. However, the book

is not so much a book about the Templars as is

it is a book about the world in which the

Templars lived and the interactions between

this “new knighthood” as they were called and

the “nobly born” Easterners and Westerners

they had to deal with.

Question :Is there a difference in Nobly

Born to your previous work, Stephen?

There are several differences between Nobly

Born and my previous books on the Templars.

The biggest difference is that The Warriors and

the Bankers and the Knights Templar Revealed

were both speculative in nature, while Nobly

Born is an examination of the Templars derived

largely from primary source materials.

There are many things in the previous two

books, which I’m still proud of; however, after

a decade, my views and take on just who and

what the Templars were have changed

somewhat.

The other major difference with this new book

is that it is illustrated. There were 200 images

submitted with the manuscript – including a

number of maps showing Templar locations

and battles. One thing that always bothered

me about books like this is that I wanted to see

where battles took place without digging out

my historical atlas.

Question: What would you like the

reader to take from this book?

You know, in whatever I write, I like the reader

to take from the work what they will. I’ve

done the research, I’ve presented the story

based on that research; but I would hope that

the reader would draw their own conclusions

about what they’ve read. Too many people

read books and accept what is written at face

value.

Now, all of that being said, if there is one thing

I’d like the reader to come away with is a de-

mystified view of the Templars. I think that

over the past 700 years since the Templars

met their demise the Templar story has been

so embellished that the Order is left either

utterly demonized or elevated on an

unreachable pedestal.

I’d like the reader to see that, despite the ideal

of what the Templars were supposed to be,

they remained every bit as susceptible to

human greed and failings as their secular
counterparts. I truly believe that this, more

than anything, makes the Templars a fascinating

subject.

Question: What prompted you to write

Nobly Born and who is the probable

reader?

Well first and foremost, I was prompted to

write the book because my publisher asked me

to submit a proposal for an illustrated book on

the Templars. I’d really wanted to tell the story

of the Templars through the eyes of the

crusades, but more importantly through the

eyes of those whom they dealt with during the

crusades. What was really appealing to me was

I realized that in order to do this, I’d need to

tell the story of the First Crusade, which paved

the way for the Templars to be created in the

first place.

As to who is the reader, I think anyone who is

interested in the story of the Templars,

especially one that places them in an historical

context devoid of the usual fanciful trappings

will enjoy the book. Although there are more

than 650 footnotes, I think the book has an

approachable narrative that is not found in

many historical treatments of the subject.

Question: Can you give us some insight

into how you constructed Nobly Born?

Well, the way we do books today is a little

different than the way books were done in

years past. The old way was to write the book

and hope to find a buyer for it. Today, you

write a proposal and pitch the concept before

you write a single word of the manuscript. In

this way you haven’t invested all that time

writing a book nobody is going to buy. I think

it really makes you think about what the reader

might be interested in.

With Nobly Born, I tried to write the kind of
book I wished I’d had to hand when I began

studying the Templars; the kind of book that

separates the myths and legends from the

reality.

As I mentioned earlier, in order to tell the

Templars’ story, I needed to tell the story of

the First Crusade and the capture of Jerusalem.

But what happened after Jerusalem was

captured? What was the sociological and

political landscape like? It was these types of

questions, which put the formation and

http://lodgeroomuk.net.wwwebserver.net/catalogue.php?shop=1
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development of the Templars in their proper

perspective and I  used this  approach

throughout their 200 year history.

From there it is a matter of doing the research

from as many primary sources as possible –

both Christian and Muslim and translating that

research into the book.

Question: Who or what was your

inspiration in the writing of Nobly Born?

I wouldn’t say that I had a particular inspiration

in writing the book. That being said, I’m always

inspired by writers, artists or really any creative

person who is passionate about their craft.

Stephen McKim, who designed the cover for

the book and Gordon Napier, who did several

illustrations for the interior, are both inspirations

to me.  They are both always creating and always

trying to outdo themselves with each new

creation.

Question: Can you tell our audience what

books have influenced you?

There have been too many to mention really. I

truly believe that every book I read influences

me either in a positive or a negative way. I

recently tried to read a fiction novel, which was

written in the present tense and it drove me

nuts. I couldn’t even finish the first chapter. By

contrast, a novel I read in my early teens has
stuck with me to adulthood and I probably read

it once a year just to remind me of how

creatively brilliant a writer can be.

Lately, I’d have to say I’ve really been

influenced by some nineteenth century writers.

The prose style back then was simply beautiful.

Question: What or who do you draw on

when engaged in the task of writing?

Writing is a lonely occupation and I think any

writer will pretty much tell you that the only

thing to draw on is your own drive and desire to

complete the project. For me that means days

and weeks of near solitude to the point where

food has to be placed in front of me if I’m going

to eat. I think I lost 30 pounds writing this

book – which I needed to lose.

Not everyone can work in isolation and the

nature of these things is that you have to keep

your mouth pretty much sealed while working

on them. There are a couple of things in this

book, which I have not seen in print in the past.

As much as I’d loved to have shared them with

people, you simply cannot afford to do so until

it hits the shelves. I’m still busting to talk about

them, but it is still a few months before the

book is to be released.

Question: What other books can we look

forward to from Stephen Dafoe in the

future?

My next book is due

to be turned in at the

end of December and

is to be called The

Compasses and the

Cross. This book

will be a history of

M a s o n i c

T e m p l a r i s m .

Essentially it will

trace the evolution

of Chivalric

Masonry through

Ramsay and Von

Hund and how the

Templar Orders in

F r e e m a s o n r y

developed on both

sides of the Atlantic

and beyond. Like

Nobly Born, it will

have a number of

illustrations and

photographs –

although it will be

considerably shorter

than Nobly Born.

Actually both Nobly

Born and Compasses

and the Cross were

to be 60,000 word

manuscripts. I’m
thankful to Lewis

Masonic for

allowing me to

expand on Nobly

Born so as to tell the

full story I’d wanted

to tell. It wound up

being about 100,000

words in length.

Question: any

other projects?

I have a few irons in the fire, but nothing with

dry ink just yet. My agent is still shopping my

book on the Morgan Affair, which I’ve wanted

to write for some time. The Scottish Rite

Research Society will be publishing a 20,000

word paper of mine on the Morgan Affair in

their next edition of Heredom, which I’m pleased

about. It is a reworking of the four part series I

did for Masonic Magazine in its first year of

publication.

Beyond that I have been doing some comic book

work lately, which I’m really excited about.

A friend of mine owns a comic book shop in

Edmonton, Alberta called Happy Harbor and

publishes a semi-annual comic anthology of

local and regional talent. I’ve been designing the

books and doing the prepress work for the series

for a couple of years now, but in the last one I

did an original illustrated prose piece for the

book. Essentially I took the Morgan story and

wrote it like a child would. It is without a doubt

the strangest work I’ve ever done – blending

humour, history, satire and sarcasm in one

bizarre story.

I’ve committed to doing another story for the

next anthology, which will be about how an

ordinary man can be pushed to the point of

embracing vigilantism as he watches his small

town slowly destroyed by drugs. The story is

pure fiction, while the background is based in

reality.

In addition, I’ve completed the first script for

an ongoing series about the Knights Templar.

However, the project is on hold until I complete

the manuscript for the Compasses and the

Cross. I want to have at least two to three issues

in the bag before I begin publishing it.

http://www.stephendafoe.com/

noblyborn/video.html

http://lodgeroomuk.net.wwwebserver.net/catalogue.php?shop=1
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Continued on Next Page

books just as putting a scantily-clad woman on

the cover of a paperback sells books. Ed Decker

finds streets in Washington, DC that form a five-

pointed star or pentagram and a square and

compasses. To fire up his readers, Decker calls his

diagram an “occult iceberg” with the White House,

the Washington Monument and the House of the

Temple within his “Masonic conspiracy puzzle.”

He sees the head and ears of what satanists call

the goat of Mendes in the circle drive and short

streets behind the Capitol and associates this with

Freemasonry. When he finishes spinning his web,

he concludes that the United States is under the

control of freemasons and assorted other groups.

In some countries, politics plays an important

part in the condemnation of the fraternity. This is

a primary reason behind the Roman Catholic

Church’s opposition to the fraternity. A freemason,

Giuseppe Garibaldi, led the successful effort to

crush the temporal power of the Pope in Italy,

reducing the Roman Catholic Church’s holding in

Italy to the 109-acre Vatican City. This successful

effort was a main catalyst for Pope Leo XIII’s

infamous encyclical, Humanum Genus, in 1884.

It condemned Freemasonry as a “wicked force”

and a “contagious disease” because freemasons:

call for religious liberty;

call for separation of [the Roman Catholic] Church

and state;

call for education of children by laymen rather

than the [Roman Catholic] Church and;

believe people have the right to make their own

laws and elect their own government.

Cardinal Caro y Rodriquez, Archbishop of

Santiago, Chile, was opposed to Freemasonry

because he claimed freemasons were behind the

removal of the crucifix and images from public

schools (after the Chilean elections of 1924); were

behind the organization of the Boy Scouts “with

the concealed purpose of alienating the children

from the [Catholic] Church;” were behind the effort

to replace the Catechism and influence of Catholic

parents with “teachers of lay morality, without

religion;” and favors and helps Protestantism,

which he defined as “a rebellion against the

authority established by His Church by Our Lord

Jesus Christ.”

Dictatorships such as Nazi Germany and various

communist countries drove the fraternity

underground during the early part of this century.

I would argue that all of these illustrations are but

symptoms of a far more fundamental hatred of

the fraternity.

I will present what I firmly believe is the
fundamental reason for the attack on the fraternity

at this time in history.

DISPENSATIONAL FUNDAMENTALISM

A particular kind of theology called dispensational

fundamentalism is the driving force for all

Protestant evangelical critics of the fraternity.

Dispensationalism traces its roots to the early

1800s with Margaret MacDonald and John Nelson

Darby who began to teach that evil would soon

take control of the world under the rule of the

Antichrist, who is the beast in the Book of

Revelation, who will fight Christ in the final Battle

of Armageddon. This particular theology found

its main followers within rural, less educated

Christians, until the mid-1960s when it became

increasingly popular among more educated main-

stream Christians such as independent churches

and then Southern Baptists.

Professor Donald Bloesch of Dubuque Seminary

finds that one of the marks of dispensational

fundamentalism is its inordinate attention given

to eschatology; an emphasis on the last days of

human history.

According to this theology, the world as we know

it will last 6,000 years. Since it was created about

4000 BC, or 6,000 years ago, we are living in the

last days. According to this theology, we are living

in the final church age, called the Laodicean age in

Revelation 3, which is marked by liberalism and

apostasy in the church and moral decay in society.

Fundamental
Continued from Page 3

Signs of this moral decay are said to include the

USA Supreme Court rulings disallowing prayers

in public schools in 1963 and allowing abortions

in 1973, the teaching of evolution, acceptance of

homosexuality, the breakdown of the family, drug

use, &c.

The creation of the nation of Isræl in 1948 is said

to be the greatest sign. Hal Lindsey, a leading

popular exponent of dispensational

fundamentalism, writes in The 1980’s: Countdown

to Armageddon, “And after nearly 2,000 years of

wandering through exile, the Jews returned to

Palestine and formed the nation of Isræl on May

14, 1948. On that day, the prophetic countdown

began!”

The creation of the European Common Market is

seen as a fulfillment of the biblical prophecy in

Revelation 17 which speaks of ten kings who make

war against Christ. Lindsey writes, “When I wrote

that in Late Great [Planet Earth in 1970] the only

possible successor to the Roman Empire (in my

opinion) was the European Common Market.”

When he adds the Arabs, Russia and China,

Lindsey concludes, “Thus we have all five pieces

of the [Old Testament] prophets’ scenario for the

later days. All the powers–Isræl, the Arabs, Russia,

China and the revived Roman Empire–are fixed in

place.

Conspiracy hunter and author of the book, The
New World Religion, Gary Kah, in a recent

program on Pat Robertson’s Christian

Broadcasting Network, warned about the coming

“One World Government.” He lists groups he

claims are promoting the “One World

Government.” They include the United Nations,

the Council on Foreign Relations, and the Trilateral

Commission. Kah says, “I have found repeatedly,

as I have investigated some of these organizations,

that the leaders of many of them do belong to one

or more of the secret societies, particularly the

institution of Freemasonry.”

The church and the government have been

unwilling or unable to stop the moral decline in

our society. It is believed government, religious

leaders, church-related academics, and liberal

pastors seem to have lost their way and become

part of the problem. Fundamentalists see

themselves as God’s last hope in our world today.

Everyone is believed to be either for or against

God. So-called true believers and so-called

unbelievers are divided into two camps. These

individuals form the extreme right in the religious

world; anyone to the left of them is automatically

a part of the other group. Human institutions ,

civil, political and religious, are inherently defective

and doomed.

In the political arena, we see this in the rise of the

religious right and the Moral Majority and the

Breaking News:

Grand

Lodge

of

Montana
Takes 1st Step

To Recognize

Prince Hall

Masonry as

Regular

Here is the exact verbage of Grand Masters

resolution, for those interested:

“GMR-2007-3: To grant full fraternal

recognition to those Prince Hall Grand

Lodges that presently are recognized by their

counterpart mainstream Grand Lodge, are

older than the Grand Lodge of Montana, and

grant reciprocal recognition.”
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candidacy of men such as TV evangelist and

masonic critic, Pat Robertson. [SeeThe New World

Order, 1991.]

Democracy must be replaced with a theocracy–or

rule by God rather than man. Of course, the

religious right sees itself as the only avenue through

which this can occur. One Southern Baptist leader

warned the Republican Party, “evangelical

Christians are looking for parties and candidates

that endorse their values, not vice versa. I add that

if you want evangelical Christians to support you,

you must adopt and support their values and

concerns.”

Democracy has allowed citizens to have too much

freedom–where all convictions about right and

wrong are of equal value. Fundamentalist Ralph

D. Winter said, “I recall with chagrin how naïvely

in my youth I accepted that famous line from the

Declaration of Independence–’life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness.’ What a poison for any

nation to drink.”

In addition to the government, the church must be

prepared and made pure by purging it of liberalism,

false doctrine and unbelievers. The church is called

the “bride of Christ” in the New Testament. The

church must be a pure virgin when Christ returns.

Thus, the purge taking place.

Concerning this purge, there can be no

compromise–and the purge is on the fast-track.
Total defeat of anyone perceived to be opposed

to God is the only goal. Nothing less will do. George

Dollar says, “Evil and error must be exposed. It is

vital for fundamentalism to resist any tolerance of

error and compromise and to maintain its militant

spirit.” In another book, Dollar defines

fundamentalism: “Historic Fundamentalism is the

literal exposition of all the affirmations and

attitudes of the Bible and the militant exposure of

all non-biblical affirmations and attitudes.”

Mortimer Ostow says, “Fundamentalists think

in terms of black-and-white polarities, finding the

intermediate shades of gray inconceivable.”

Compromise is not a word in our critics’ vocabulary.

The hope that masonic critics will eventually

forget about the fraternity is a naïve hope which

simply will not be realized.

My replacement at the Southern Baptist

Convention’s North American Mission Board has

referred to himself as the only official heresy hunter

in the SBC. I never considered myself a heresy

hunter. His attitude points out a major difference

between freemasons and fundamentalists.

Freemasons seek friendship even with people

whose beliefs are not the same as ours while

fundamentalists look for evidence of liberalism,

apostasy or toleration with the world and seek to

isolate or destroy anyone holding a view different

from theirs. Freemasons point out the good they

do in society, but the critics are not interested in

that good. They do not look for the good, but only

for the perceived bad. They look for reasons to

condemn and reject.

One fundamentalist pastor recently admitted his

philosophy was control. He said, “If I can’t control

you; I will intimidate you. If I can’t intimidate

you; I will freeze you out.” I experienced all of

this during my study of Freemasonry. Our critics

will never accept Freemasonry. If freemasons refuse

to renounce their membership, they will be

intimidated and if necessary frozen out of

leadership positions in churches at the least—and

fellowship withdrawn at the worst.

Pluralism in America has emerged as another

enemy. Harold O. J. Brown asserted that if

“evangelical Christians are to have any impact for

the transformation of this society... it will be

necessary to kill the sacred cow of pluralism.”

The questions are often asked, “Is Masonry

Satanic?” or “Is Masonry Occultic?” Several

reasons for these questions may be cited. First,

the Leo Taxil hoax which falsely claims Albert

Pike spoke of Lucifer as the god of Freemasonry.

Second, the mention of pagan deities such as Isis

and Horus in masonic writings. Third,

dispensational fundamentalists believe that an

increase in satanic or demonic activities is a

characteristic of the end times. Therefore, they

watch for any signs of this which will confirm

their preconceived ideas that Satan and his demons

lurk behind every bush.

Williams writes, “One needs only to read one of

Frank Peretti’s novels to see how pervasive is this

conviction and how committed many

fundamentalists are to conspiracy theories.”

The current anti-masonic craze may end in a few

years–after some of the current end-of-the-world

craze dies, but it will never go away. There is very

little we can do about most of these issues. We can

respond to some or the more blatant charges. We

must take seriously the criticisms being leveled

against the fraternity. We must get back to the

basics of what this fraternity is all about. We must

educate the brethren. Promote the fraternity and

open it up. You and I know our critics are standing

in quicksand with their arguments.

I contend there are very few men who join the

fraternity because of our so-called secret teachings.

Continued on Next Page
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But there are probably many men who would

make good freemasons but don’t join because of

newspaper articles, books, tapes, sermons, etc.

which question and attack our organization. My

next-door neighbor is an example. He petitioned a

lodge and was accepted. He happened to mention

this to his minister, a Presbyterian, who warned

him about Freemasonry and the man has now

decided not to become a freemason.

So what then should we do? We must not

concentrate on what our critics are sayings. We

must take the high road in all of our efforts as

Masons. It is said that actions speak louder than

words and this is a case where I believe they do.

I am first of all a theologian and a churchman. I

spent more than six years in graduate schools and

for over twenty years have studied church growth:

why some churches grow and some die. There are

a number of well-known reasons, some as simply

as changing communities. But a key reason found

in all studies is that churches which grow move

outside their walls into the communities, to identify

the needs of the people they are trying to reach

and of meeting those needs. Churches that die do

not do this. I contend that Freemasonry must move

outside our lodge halls and into our communities,

to get involved in helping to solve the growing

social problems we face.

The men out there are the men we would like to

see in here. If I could change one thing about the
fraternity, I would insist that every lodge have at

least one hands-on project in its community every

year where the men of the lodge are seen doing

something for their community. It might be

something as simple as raking leaves in someone’s

yard, or painting someone’s house, or sponsoring

a youth ball team. The possibilities are endless—

and the rewards are immeasurable. Put on your

thinking caps and let’s get busy sharing our light

in our communities.

Hierarchy
Continued from Page 4

We can really say that the myth is radicated in the

unconscious: man finds it in many cultures, such

as the Sumerian, the Babylonese (Etana), the Aztec

(Topiltzin Ce Acatl) and the Roman one (Numa).

In Gallia, France’s latin name, this role was assigned

to the Druids, whose symbol was a mistletoe’s

branch. It is expedient to examine the etymology

of Druid. In Sanskrit deru means both “oak” –

Greek drys - and “strength”; vid stands for

“mistletoe” but also for “knowledge”.  The word,

therefore, also points at the man who is “strong”

since he has acquired the “knowledge”, in broad

sense.

The myth clearly reveals the desire to reproduce

on earth the divine, heavenly order, restoring the

primordial unity. We can therefore infer that the

couple priest-king forms a contraries’ couple which

likewise stemmed from a schism.

Dumont argues that original sacred sovereignty,

such as that either of the Pharaoh or the China’s

emperor, gave birth to two roles, as it happened in

India. Nevertheless, he adds, each power is

independent and autonomous, like two hands,

which work in a different manner for the benefit

of the body, to which they belong.

This example reminds us the theory of the two

lights as displayed by Dante in De Monarchia.

The Pope has to direct humankind toward the

Paradise, while the Emperor has to assure the

earthly happiness. The lay domain is therefore

autonomous in respect of the spiritual one, both

are however complementary.

Under this perspective, hierarchy exalts the total.

A hierarchical system is holistic. In every initiate

society the various offices are for the benefit of

the Brethren, not of the officers themselves.

There is, however, a further aspect that I must

deepen: the spiritual one. The key is in the

etymology of the word: hieròs, sacred, arché,

fundament, rule. It is not by chance that man uses

the term hierarchy in the religious environment.

We are aware the word “liberty” stems from

Sanskrit leud: elevation. Spiritually, man is as free

as he is close to the Absolute, which is indeed
solutus-ab, that is, released from any and all

Continued on Next Page

contingencies.

As man is freeing himself, he

rises toward the Supreme

Being. Depending on his

spiritual achievement, he will

occupy his place in “Jacob’s

Ladder”. The steps’ heights

can vary, not his spiritual

realisation: each man matches

his own place and everybody

is equally happy, as Piccarda

explains it to Dante, answering

his question, that is, why no

blessed soul is longing for

more than it is granted.1

Brother, our will is quieted

by the virtue

Of  charity, that makes us

wish alone

For what we have, nor

gives us thirst for more.

If to be more exalted  we

aspired,

Discordant would our

aspirations be

Unto the will of Him who

here secludes us;
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Which thou shalt see finds no place in these

circles,

If being in charity is needful here,

And if thou lookest well into its nature;

Nay, ’tis essential to this blest existence

To keep itself within the will divine,

Whereby our very wishes are made one;

So that, as we are station above station

Throughout this realm, to all the realm ’tis

pleasing,

As to the King, who makes his will our will.

And his will is our peace; this is the sea

To which is moving onward whatsoever

It doth create, and all that nature makes.

Who has already reached this aim during his

earthly life is a true Master, able to mark the

deepest soul of his disciples, by his words and his

examples. He is not a powerful man, but an

authoritative master.

“Power” and “authority” are quite different, as

we are taught by their etymology. “Power” means

in Latin potis esse , to be a lord, to own.

“Authority” stems from Latin augesco, to grow

or to cause to grow. Auctor is who gives birth,

who starts: it is an important issue. St. Augustine

highlighted this by noting that men, by their birth,

bring something new to the world, and therefore
change the world.

The semantics of auctoritas lets us understand

that this word is connected to the origin’s question,

to the foundation of a certain order and to its

duration in time. There is also a third etymological

root of authority: augur, a man who foresees the

future availing himself of a certain technicality,

which refers to the transcendent. The word

auctoritas belongs therefore to both politics

(auctor) and religion (augur).

Who acts powerfully influences his counterparty

by a physical or moral constraint, which

annihilates who is under it. Who uses authority

is a freeman, who has no fear to say what he

thinks nor to be misjudged for his actions. Hannah

Arendt said that authority needs no constraint;

the strength marks the failure of the authority.

Who has authority can gift.

Who gifts authority and asks nothing as

compensation is the true freeman, for a gift is love’s

gesture. A true master mason gives himself, his

Weltanschauung, his wisdom and does not require

his disciple to share his choices. John Powell

wrote: “If I think to read inside you, this is due to

my conceit, maybe to my self-projection. I will

sincerely respect the mystery that you are as well

as the one that I am”.

1. Paradiso III, 70-87. The Divine Comedy, Allen

Mandelbaum, trans. New York: Bantam Books,

1980.

Time
Continued from Page 4

and thought. The results of modern scholarship

have admittedly taught us more about our origins

than about destinies. The evolution of life has been

explained. We know that Man appeared more than

a million years ago and gradually built his culture

through the long stone ages to the beginnings of

civilization. Scientific historical writing has given

us a reliable account of man’s dramatic experiences

since the Stone Age. There is no longer any reason

why an ambitious man cannot inform himself as

to – “How we got this way?” It must be admitted

however that we are by no means as clear about

“Where do we go from here?”

The origins of Freemasonry, as we know it today,

have evolved over a long period of time. Although

many writers have tried to credit the beginnings of

Freemasonry to Biblical or even earlier times, I

myself am a supporter of the fairly generally held

theory that Freemasonry began during the Middle

Ages in the Operative Lodges of Trade and Craft

Guilds. Over a long period of time many of these

Operative Lodges began to accept non-operative

or speculative members and so eventually became

wholly speculative in nature. Some of these original

lodges are still in existence today and they are so

old that with no record existing of their foundation

or origin that they are known as Time-Immemorial

Lodges. As their origins far pre-date any Grand

Lodge these Time Immemorial Lodges can and do

work without any Warrant or Charter. Among

others Antiquity No 2 and Royal Somerset House

and Inverness Lodges operate without any

Charter. In 1723 the Fortitude & Cumberland

Lodge was forced to accept a Charter but in 1967

this Charter was surrendered to Grand Lodge and

the Lodge was once again allowed to continue under

its own authority as a Time-immemorial Lodge.

However all this knowledge of the past is of little

consequence unless it helps to explain the present.

Further, a clear genesis of the present will avail

little unless it enables us to peer with some

assurance into at least the immediate future, as

does that Great Light in Freemasonry, the Volume

of the Sacred Law.

From time to time Masonic writers have debated

whether our Master retired to the Temple to pay

his adoration to the Most High at the hour of “high

twelve’ or at “high-time’. High twelve is obviously

noon, twelve o’clock when the sun is at its highest

in the heavens. Our Operative brethren who built

York Minister arranged in 1370 to cease work on

holidays at “high noon”. It has been suggested by

one prominent Masonic writer that `high time’ or

“high noon’ has crept into some rituals simply as a

result of a misunderstanding. If we accept “high

twelve” then we must accept “low twelve” as being

midnight. A philosophical work I read, dated 1693,

refers to twelve o’clock or mid-day as “the high

time of the day”.  “High time” as Biblical reference

does not help us much but in the Book of Genesis

we read, “it is yet high day” or as we say in our

ritual, “when the sun is at its meridian. Time has

changed the meaning of words and expressions also;

“high time” has a totally different interpretation

today than it did in the past.

As I have mentioned the Volume of the Sacred

Law several times already I would like to share

with you what that Book has to tell us about time.

I read from the Book of Ecclesiastes, Chapter 3

Verses 1- 8

[1] To everything there is a season, and a time

to every purpose under the heaven

[2] A time to be born and a time to die; a time

to plant and a time to pick that which was

planted.

[3] A time to kill and a time to heal; a time to

break down and a time to build up.

[4] A time to weep and a time to laugh; a time

to mourn and a time to dance.

[5] A time to cast away stones and a time to

gather stones together; a time to embrace

and a time to refrain from embracing.

[6] A time to get and a time to lose; a time to

keep and a time to cast away.

[7] A time to rend and a time to sow; a time to

Continued on Next Page
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keep silent and a time to speak.

[8] A time to love and a time to hate; a time of

war and a time of peace.

What more can one say about time after hearing

those words? Does not that passage tell us all we

need to know about time? It tells of origins and

destinies, of duties and responsibilities, that things

change with time and most importantly that there

is a time and place for all things.

Here in a Freemason’s Lodge there is a time and

place for all things – for example:-  The master

rises three times and asks for the good of

Freemasonry. On the first rising Grand Lodges

may speak, on the second Provincial and District

Lodges may speak and on the third rising all others

may speak if they so desire.

I believe the two most important times in any

man’s Masonic career are the time of his initiation

into the craft and his installation as the Master of

his Lodge. No other times will ever be as important

as these two events in his Masonic career. Both

times are recognized by tradition and ritual as a

time for instruction in the use of time. This

instruction is symbolically illustrated with the use

of a 24- inch gauge.

“From the 24-inch gauge we derive a lesson of

daily admonition and instruction; for as it is divided

into 24 parts, it recalls to our mind the division of

the natural day into 24 hours and directs us to
apportion them to their proper objects, namely

Prayer, Labour, Refreshment and Sleep”.

Additionally the master is told “to devote a

proportion of your time to promoting the interest

of your Lodge in the interval between its stated

meetings as well as when you are in the chair”.

The lesson of the 24-inch gauge is precise; it

symbolizes the passage of time but it does not

split up the day into even thirds, nor does it

suggest any other allocation. Some of us may spend

more time than others in performing our religious

duties; some spend more time in sleep and

recreation than others do, some of us do the

minimum of work but others do a great deal. Some

work is performed purely for the gain that may

result to the person who performs it while some

work is performed purely for the benefit of others.

All work has some element that dignifies it and

makes it satisfying.

Few men are satisfied with their 40 hours a week,

whether employed, employer or retired. Many

work more than 40 hours a week and when their

formal work is done they will do much more, in

the garden or workshop, on the playing field or in

the community association, whether it be for the

benefit of themselves, their family or for the

community in general.

It is a truism that the busiest man is the man who

can find some time to do a little extra. There is

nevertheless a danger on taking on too much in

that there will be much that is neglected or swept

out of the way or left to other hands that may or

may not be as expert or as willing.  All this adds

up to one thing.

The lesson of the 24-inch gauge is surely not simply

that our time must be divided up into little boxes

but that it must be divided up sensibly and justly.

The man who takes on too much has no time for

leisure, his Lodge, the time that refreshes and

regenerates and makes him fit for fresh efforts. All
work and no play makes Jack a dull boy – it also

makes him ineffectual.

My Lodges and my involvement have been a wise

division of my time. They have relaxed me and

refreshed me, given me time to stop, think and

look to the needs of others.

I thank you for the time you have given me now

and I hope that you have found this time to be

profitable to you also.

Middle-East
Continued from Page 5

their longer term future must be uncertain. In Iran,

which has lately had a regular Grand Lodge,

Freemasonry has been destroyed, almost literally,

and this occurrence must rate as one of the greatest

tragedies in Masonic history. In short, in view of

the turbulent political and religious situation in

the Arab world, it would appear most unlikely

that the Craft will expand in the Middle East in

the foreseeable future.(4)

Most Masons would deny that there is any just

cause for the animosity or that Masonry conflicts

with religious views.(5) Despite being outlawed

in Saudi Arabia, the lodge leaders there like to think

that their presence is benign. Many conservative

Muslims would be much less charitable. These

differing opinions depend partly on interpretation

of symbolism. What Masons take simply as

fraternal ritual is — to some of the deeply

religious, Muslim or Christian — a parody of their

faith. A Masonic authority comments on the

custom of lodges of displaying a version of the

Bible on the lodge altar:

The Bible is not displayed on our altars now and

has never been for the reason that Masons are

required to believe its teachings. We know that

there is a very large element of the Craft the world

over who do not believe the teachings of the New

Testament. We know that many individual Masons

do not believe portions of the Old Testament.

Hence, unless we are perpetrating a grim mockery,

we do not employ the bible as a profession that

we as a Society accept all its teachings and

doctrines...Masonry as an organized society does

not and has never exacted this belief of its members.

It can, therefore, have no other place in our lodges

than that of a symbol...It is a symbol of Truth, of

Divine Truth, of all Truth, whether drawn from

some book of Revelation or from the Great Book
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of Nature.(7)

Although such a view may seem perfectly

innocuous to a secularist, to others it is the height

of blasphemy. One critic remarks, “that in order

to sell phoney Chanel No. 5 on Oxford Street,

you would make it look like the real thing.

Freemasonry has chaplains, prayers, ceremony,

candles, and all the ̀ trappings’ of religion. Because

selling phoney Chanel No. 5 is wrong, so is

Freemasonry.”(8)

Masonry is prohibited in the Muslim countries of

the Middle East partly because there are aspects

of Masonry which, to religious people, verge on

mocking their faith. An example of Masonic ritual

which offends some and which shows the gulf

between believers and Masons, is the resemblance

between the assassination and exhumation of the

candidate in the third or Master-Mason degree

and religious accounts of resurrection. Almost

nothing can be said to correct the common

interpretation of the third degree that the Mason

is saved by Freemasonry, and not by religion.

Recent religious controversies involving

Freemasonry, such as the Southern Baptist

Convention’s debate over the issue, show that this

is a problem that is not limited to Islam. Aspects

of Masonic ritual are offensive to several religions.

These censures come from such differing groups

as Lutherans, Baptists, Mormons, and Eastern

Orthodox and are based on theological objections.

Sometimes Masons feel that blame is being laid on

the whole fraternity which should be applied only

to some Masonic bodies, such as the allegedly

atheistic Grand Orient of France. Of course,

attributing to all of Freemasonry the characteristics

of one or two bodies is dangerous. There are as

many Masonic groups as there are Protestant sects.

There are considerable differences between

countries and continents. Although the Scottish

Rite has been anti-clerical in Latin America and is

very different from other Masonic groups, in the

twentieth century, the Scottish Rite in general has

been one of the most popular Masonic degree

systems. In many countries, including Great

Britain, the United States of America, and Canada,

it is eminently respectable and non- political, or at

least non-political in a party sense. That this has

not always been the case is evident from a scathing

commentary of more than a century ago:

This Scottish Rite had its origin in the brains and

breasts of an apostate Presbyterian, renegade

tyrants, Jews who retained nothing of Judaism

but its hatred of Christ, associated with Jesuits,

conspiring against the liberties of Europe, and for

the overthrow of the Government of France! And

its first home in this country was the city of
Nullification, Secession, and Rebellion; in

Charleston, South Carolina, in 1801, where thirteen

Jews and three Protestants: Mitchall, Dalcho and

Provost, who had received it from France, falsely

pretended to found it on constitutions given by

Frederick the Great. If Satan had picked the time,

the inventors, and home of this Rite he would

have doubtless chosen the same.(9)

The suggestion has been made not once, but

repeatedly, that Masonry offered a more

satisfactory spiritual experience for some men than

orthodox religion and enabled them to be religious

while asserting their masculinity. This, in fact, is a

major argument of Professor Mark C. Carnes of

Columbia University in his recent (1989) book,

Secret Ritual and Manhood in Victorian America:

The implicit meanings of the symbols suggest that

many men were deeply troubled by the gender

bifurcations of Victorian society, which deprived

them of a religious experience with which they

could identify and of a family environment in which

they could freely express nurturing and paternal

emotions. The Royal Secret, like all the final

degrees, dicted the assumption that men were

innately impure, aggressive, and unemotional. By

affirming that men possess traits socially defined

as female, the symbols conveyed a message express

nowhere else...These ideas and emotions could not

be stated publicly. If men had acknowledged that

the orders were an alternative form of religion, of

family, and of social organization, the forces that

had crushed Masonry in the 1820s [the Anti-

Masonic hysteria in the United States] might have

again besieged the fraternal movement.(10)

Professor Carnes’ attractive argument about the

lodges offering a sort of bootleg emotionism is

suggestive of the problems which the religious of

many faiths have with Masonry. Moreover,

despite what he proposes about the feminine

content of the ritual, there is no denying that the

lodges in many ways are resolutely masculine

institutions: the oaths, penalties, and dramas which

are the core of the degrees are anything but

feminine.(11) Indeed, the exclusion of women could

be taken as evidence that those who joined were

as relieved that the feminine side of religion was

being left behind as they were that women were

excluded. The ceremonies were full of references

to hardship and violence rather than to domesticity

and family:

Participation in these rituals helped men reconcile

the tensions between their upbringing by their

mother and theft identification with their father’s

work world, by initiating them, both in actuality

and figuratively, into the adult male

environment...Leaving the sanctuary of the home

for the asylum of the lodge, members chose, if

only temporarily, the succor of brotherhood over

the comfort of female companionship.(12)

So, in trying to understand why Masonry has not

advanced in the Middle East, one need look no

further than the problem which also has plagued it
in other regions — that it appears to outsiders be

a surrogate religion. There is no putting aside the

question of Masonry as a religion, and of the

possibility that the lodge offers religious

experiences which men are reluctant to share

publicly.

Nevertheless, Masonry has attempted to grow in

the Arab world. During the last half of the

nineteenth century, Freemasonry was significant

in the Middle East, particularly in the Ottoman

Empire.(13) Moreover, Arab tradition was

embraced in the search for ritualistic legitimacy:

one Masonic authority asserted that the koreish

or guardians of the sacred kaa(c)ba in Mecca were

members!(14) The implication was that such a

responsible task was better entrusted to Masons

than to Muslims, although the logic seems

fantastic. Understandably such extraordinary

claims did not earn Masonry good will among

Muslim faithful. This helps to explain, though it

does not excuse, the treatment the Masons have

received from some Middle Eastern regimes:

As at 1978, the Grand Lodge of Iran possessed

forty three Lodges, and 1,035 members. This year

was the last time that the Craft in Iran was heard

of in the outside Masonic world. The Islamic

Revolution in Iran saw Freemasonry swept away

rapidly, and it would appear that a number of

Masons suffered execution at its hands. Whether

these deaths were occasioned for political or anti-
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Masonic reasons will probably never be known,

and the fate of many Iranian Masons may equally

remain a mystery. One thing is certain, the Craft

in Iran is destroyed. (15)

Ultimately the story of Masonry in the Middle

East is a sad one and the influence the order had

with the Arabs is problematical. One Victorian-

era Mason waylaid in the desert was spared by a

bedouin about to cut off his finger to acquire his

Masonic ring. Asked if he had given the great high-

sign, he recounted: “I did not. The fellow may

have been a Mason — there are lodges in

Damascus, Aleppo and Baghdad - - but he was no

brother of mine, for though he left me my ring, he

took my watch, my money, my letter of credit

and my baggage.”(16) Considering the way in

which Masonry used Islamic motifs in a secular

way, the aggrieved traveler was probably lucky to

escape with his life.

Notes (1.) The Saudi Gazette in January 1995

carried an anonymous article under the title “The

Curse of Freemasonry” from which the following

is excerpted: “Not enough has been written about

Freemasonry. But one such book is Freemasonry,

by Muhammad Safwat al-Saqqa Amini and Sa(c)di

Abu Habib. In this book is contained the decision

of the Islamic Jurisprudence College, which we

reproduce hereunder. The College of Islamic

Jurisprudence, in its session convened at Makkah

on 15th July 1978, examined the issue of

Freemasonry, of those affiliated with it and the
legal Islamic judgment on it, after adequate study

of this dangerous organization, and the body of

literature on it, inclusive of the College’s own

published documents, books, and newspaper and

journal articles...It has become evident to the

College of Islamic Jurisprudence the strong relation

of Freemasonry to world Zionist Jewry. Thus it

has been able to dominate many officials in the

Arab countries concerning the question of

Palestine, and to interfere in the Palestine question

on behalf of the Jews and world Zionism.

Therefore, and for the detailed data on

Freemasonry’s activity, its considerable danger,

its wicked dressing and its cunning aims, the

College of Islamic Jurisprudence considers

Freemasonry one of the most dangerously

destructive organizations to Islam and to Muslims

Whoever would associate himself with it while in

knowledge of its true nature and aims, would be a

non believer in Islam and uncounted among its

adherents.”

(2.) James C. Krohn, “The Raid on Red Sea Lodge

#919,” unpub. manuscript, c. October 1987, 6.

(3.) E.g. Masonry in Saudi Arabia in supervised

by the American Canadian Grand Lodge: “To

support the Masons who were members of forces

occupying Germany after WWII, two Grand

Lodges developed. One, in the British Occupation

Zone, became the Grand Lodge of British

Freemasons. The other, in the American-Canadian
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District 9 is in Saudi Arabia; the membership
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14 Dec 1996 00:04:12- 0500. From: “Gus J.

Elhert” To: Paul Rich

(4.) Lee Little, “Freemasonry in the Middle East,”
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(5.) “At the very highest level the Catholic church
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enunciated by Cardinal Ratzinger in 1983:

Catholics who join Masonry `are in a state of

grave sin’.” Wallace McLeod, Review of Jason

Berry’s Lead Us Not Into Temptation: Catholic

Priests and Sexual Abuse of Children, The Royal

Arch Mason Magazine, Vol. 17 No.12, Winter

1993, 374-75.

(6.) Languages and dogmas are not, and do not

have to be, barriers to brotherhood. Sad to say, the

narrow sectarianism and pious orthodoxy of
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those who would discredit Freemasonry. The

voices of fundamentalist clergymen, narrow-

minded bigots, and ill-or mis-informed zealots have

been raised in violent opposition to Freemasonry,

but many of the same voices have been silent in

the presence of tyrants and the oppressors of the

poor, as we had occasion to witness only a few

short years ago during the Gulf War. Our Craft

Lodges have operated peacefully for many years

alongside our neighbors here in Saudi Arabia and

as long as our endure in this part of the world.”

Address by Gus J. Elhert. The fore going was

presented during a St. John’s Day Celebration

hosted by Arabian Lodge #882 in Saudi Arabia in

December 1994. Text supplied by a member of

the lodge.

(7.) Oliver D. Street, “Freemasonry in Foreign

Lands,” Silas H. Shepherd, et al, eds., Little

Masonic Library, Book I, Macoy Publishing &

Masonic Supply Co., Richmond (Virginia), 1977

[1924], 129.
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Qtd. Christopher Haffner, Workman Unashamed:
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enlightened culture In addition, the evidence
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language of government within the proceedings of
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Justice
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wants, what is fair and right. Retribution cannot

be a part of justice, but punishment can be, and

often is, part of justice. Punishment is the rational,

balanced payment extracted from the actor which
has brought about unbalance. Retribution is

revenge, and revenge has no place in justice.

When punishment is meted out, it is to correct the

actor, to allow him to atone for his actions while

correcting his behavior. As with a child, acting against

the rules of the house, is corrected by a “time out”

or a spanking, the goal, the reason for the punishment

is to correct the behavior, to eliminate the behavior,

and to teach the lesson that actions have

consequences. Retribution is so contrary to the aims

of justice, fairness, that it cannot be considered as

anything but unjust itself. Retribution is about the

satisfaction of the ego of the injured, and is not

about balance. Justice is about balance.

Retribution is anger, which when indulged is a vice.

A vice is any action that is not conducive to the

betterment of the person and society, balanced by

justice. Anger clouds the reason and leads to

retributive actions, which by their very nature are

personal acts of vengeance, which are contrary to

the public good.

But since justice is about balance, compassion must

be a component of healing. Pike has noted, rightly,

that what we do stays with us forever, and no act

of contrition or punishment can ever take away the

slightest jot or title of a word or act. So when we

consider justice in the sense of punishment, we

must temper our judgment with compassion, toward

all sides. To judge our fellow creature requires a
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sense of justice, of balance, as well as a sense of

compassion for all involved, for without

compassion, we are little more than animals.

Compassion for our fellow creatures, all of them,

from the least of us to the mightiest, is the essence

of justice, and if we do not understand justice,

how then can we sit as judges or arbiters of our

OWN faults, to correct them and ameliorate them?

And if we cannot judge and correct ourselves, then

we are not masons, for the basis of masonry is

that we are struggling to become better men, before

g-d and man.

i An Aid to Memory, Grand Lodge of

California, © 1990, Allen Publishing Co.,

Richmond, VA

ii Morals and Dogma, © 1871, Albert Pike,

L.H. Jenkins, Inc., pp 127

iii Das Kapital, © 1867, Karl Marx

Geometry
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Anyway man sees the seeming sun’s position as

it is marked by the Zodiac. To have evidence of

this assumption man can trace a meridian line into

a gnomon so to fix noon’s time exactly at any

particular place. Besides, the

shadow of the obelisk’s top at

noon fixes the sun’s declination

during the year.

On the floor of the

Milan’s Dom,

parallel to the

Another question raises, that is, which is to be the

long leg’s position. In the Masonic temple, from

Fall Equinox to Spring Equinox, it is placed along

the northern wall so that it touches the Capricorn

reminding us that the sun is in the southern

declinations (below)

By analogy, when the sun is the northern

declination, man shall place the long leg at south.

It is like Janus Bifrons who looks at Hell on one

side and at humankind on the other one. The short

leg shall always be at the west, so to direct the

triangle toward the east.

When the sun is in the northern declination the

hypotenuse ties up the Summer Solstice’s sunset

(the Worshipful Master’s light) to the Winter

Solstice’s dawn (Senior Warden’s light). Death

and rebirth.

* * *

4. The vertical arm of the Cross: the Art’s

way. The rectangular triangle’s proportions.

For ancient philosophers numbers were vital

functions, symbols of any vital manifestation, to

be interpreted in a metaphysical, esoteric sense.

ONE itself is incommensurable. It is not the first

number, but the transcendent entity which contains

everything. Man can understand it depending on

TWO. ONE is the first cause, TWO is the outcome.
Enumeration starts by TWO, which engenders an

endless series of existences.

The ONE contains all potentialities, ordered in

accordance with fixed, precise ratios, which rule

the passage from virtual to real. The first ratio is

the Golden Number, represented by the Greek

west façade, there is a thin copper-line running along
the length of the building. At the north the line

climbs along the wall, vertically, and ends with a

tile which depicts the Capricorn’s sign. Every day

at noon, if the sky is clear, a sun’s ray coming from

the ceiling hits the copper-line, thus marking the

zodiacal sign which matches up the sun’s declination.

The meridian’s extremes point out the

Tropics: that of the Cancer, on the 21st

June in the Summer solstice (the

northernmost point) and that

of the Capricorn (the

southernmost point).

The astrologic signs

mark these

astronomic features

in a Christian

Catholic church as

well as in any

Masonic Temple. 2

In Milan’s Dome

there is a further

particular feature:

eleven signs are on

the floor, while that

of the Capricorn is

on the northern wall,

since the meridian

was built some time

after the building’s

erection. The naves’

length was not

sufficient to contain all the zodiacal signs.
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Principles
Continued from Page 2

things as they are. So, lets take a look at the

principles as they are taught in the very first degree

of masonry:

Temperance

Fortitude

Prudence

Justice

Integrity

Silence

Brotherly Love

Relief

Truth

Hope

Faith

Charity

Freedom

Fervency

Zeal

Continued on Next Page

symbol: , phi.3  It is the Alchemists’ fire, the

Sulphur, the Lògos. According to this ratio the

First Cause becomes manifest in Nature. As an

example, see the nautilus’s shell, the pinecone and,

with reference to the human body’s height, the

distance from feet to navel in respect of the

remaining part.

Geometrically,  can be obtained by the

compasses.4  It is also known as the Golden Ratio.

 can be obtained also through mathematics, as

Fibonacci displayed in his well known series.

Let us now compare the arithmetical progression

of the first ten natural numbers with the first ten

numbers of Fibonacci’s geometrical progression.

In the former, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10… man

understands that each number is the sum of ONE

and its preceding number. In the latter, that is, 1,

1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55… each number in the

series equals the sum of the two previous numbers.

This sequence’s relationship to phi is that if man

divides one term of the sequence into the next one,

the result begins to quickly approach the

transcendental number 1.6180339+...

1/1=1; 2/1=2; 3/2=1.5; 5/3=1.66; 13/8=1.625; 21/

13=1.615; 34/21=1.619; 55/34=1.617; 89/55=1.6181

The furtherdown the sequence, the closer man gets

to . Of course, man can never actually get to it

exactly, since it has no mathematical solution, it

just keeps getting closer and closer, to infinity.

At esoterical level, it urges us to walk the inner

path toward the Light, even if we are aware that

we can come close to it, but we shall not catch it,

at least in our earthly life.

The logarithm joins the two series. In fact, each

number of the progression is logarithm in base 

of the corresponding number of the geometric

progression, multiplied by 5. In the geometric

progression  is the constant ratio between two

subsequent numbers and also rests (see  note 6).

It appears that 5 is the mean by which the One

becomes manifest. It is the diagonal of the

rectangular the sides of which are in 1:2 ratio.5

The square with side equal to 1 is symbol of the

One. We could say it represents a gestation.

It is a seed that is going to become manifest. This

happens by the diagonal, the value of which is 2.

By overturning it man gets a new rectangle, the

sides of which are 1: v2 ratio. And so on, till we

get a rectangle 1:2, the diagonal of which is 5.

The square doubled, the One became Two.

Let us come back to the geometric series. We can

assert the power of  must be standardized

through 5, to become manifest. 5 is a symbol

of the movement of ONE that reproduces itself.

5 initially can be thought like a divisor in the

expression

a(n) = Fn / 5

At the same time, however, it is a cyclical canon,

as well as the angle of 360°. For example, let us

consider a spiral turning around itself twice and

for the third time for 20° only. If we sum the

degrees so accumulated, the result shall be 740.

By applying such a canon, we obtain two

circumferences plus 20°.

In the same way, 5 represents a cycle, by which

the genetic element of the geometric series a(n) is

the rest (esoteric side) of the previous division,

not the quotient (exoteric side)6. Quoting from a

Master: “The RESTS are the supporter of the

genetic process and at the same time the stages

that are covered during the same process. It is the

rest which utters the impulses that mark the creative

rhythm, the steps pass through because ONE

manifests itself and realizes itself in the TWO,

that is, the beginning of the variety”.

The Mystic will realize the importance of the rest

when he walks along the vertical arm of the Cross

(Art’s way), having completed the path of the

horizontal arm of the Cross and found his inner

equilibrium.(Nature’s way) He will use the rest and

the quotient as tools, as it happens for the Palindrome.

The One, the non-manifest, is hiding itself in the

mysteries of Nature.

In The Assayer, the work which Galileo Galilei

wrote in 1623, man reads: “Philosophy is written

in this grand book, the universe, which stands

continually open to our gaze. But the book cannot

be understood unless one first learns to comprehend

the language and read the characters in which it is

written. It is written in the language of

mathematics, and its characters are triangles,

circles, and other geometric figures without which

it is humanly impossible to understand a single

word of it; without these one is wandering in a

dark labyrinth.”

1.  About the symbolism of the 3-4-5 units’ triangle

and its relevance to politics cf. Maurizio

Nicosia, Pythagorean Tradition and Masonry,

in this Magazine, issue March 2007 [ED]

2. The dates of the Equinoxes and Solstices are

conventional. Astronomically, the Spring

Equinox actually falls on the 21st March if and

when the sun enters 0° Aries; conversely Fall

Equinox: 0° Libra; Summer Solstice: 0° Cancer;

Winter Solstice: 0° Capricorn.

3.   = (1+ 5)/2. is an irrational number, equal to

1,618….

4.  Starting with the line that needs to be subdivided

as the longer side, a rectangle of the proportion
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2:1 (two squares) is constructed. The diagonal

through the rectangle is drawn next. One of the

short sides is subtracted from the diagonal by

drawing an arc with that side as radius and a

corner not intersected by the diagonal as center.

The intersection divides the diagonal into two

segments. The longer of the segments is rotated

onto the adjacent long side of the rectangle

subdividing it so that the ratio of the shorter

subdivision and the longer subdivision is the

same as the ratio of the longer subdivision and

the whole long side.

5.  5 is equal to 2,2360. This number corresponds

to the proportion with which the various parts

of the human body develop in man’s phase of

growth. Cf. Orientations And Perambulations,

By Giovanni Lombardo, in this Magazine, Issue

10, Oct. 2006

6. The rests in the progression of Fibonacci, with

regard to the exact values, are given in the following

table. Note the 5th column: the ratios between

consecutive rests give always .

The principles enumerated above are fundamental

to human life, regardless of where or how the

humans live, or what understanding they have of

g-d. These principles are like air, they are essential

to human society.
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Dante
Continued from Page 10

and deeply rooted in the heart of every human

being that discovers himself in it.

He finds “salvation” not in the mythological sense

of an external operation, operated by others, but

in the true sense of securitas, stability, that nothing

can graze, because it is, from now on, the true

freedom of the spirit:

You drew me out from slavery to freedom13

So the Poet addresses himself to Beatrix, who

symbolizes the theological Christian reason that
was nurtured by the Ancients’ wisdom. Dante,

indeed, is not alone: in his defence of the Paradise’s

verses he quotes Richard of Saint Victor, Bernard

and Augustine that, in their turn, refer to the Greek

philosophers Plato, Aristotle and Plotinus, who

were later transferred into the Christian world.14

2. Man can then ask himself why we no

longer accept this message, this witness of

“eternal light”. Why do we consider these

verses as an old worthless thing without

any present value? Why does the modern

reader admire the beauty of the Comedy

and the noble thoughts therein contained,

without however being able to follow

Dante’s intellectual and moral path?

The answer is that man cannot follow Dante

because he cannot accept his whole hinterland, i.

e. the dogmatic postulations which sustain him:

his theology today is unbearable and absolutely

dated, “medieval”, in the negative sense which this

adjective is even unjustly given, as well his

astronomy and cosmology.

For this reason the intelligent and honest reader

feels something forced in Dante’s itinerary as well

as in its result: surely, he is admired for

... this sacred poem

this work so shared by heaven and by earth

that it has made me lean through these long

years15

One way to quickly grasp the self-evident

nature of the principles is to simply consider

the absurdity of attempting to live an effective

life based on their opposites.

These fundamental principles, like all great

fundamentals, are really self evident to all men who

pause for just a moment to consider what they

expect from their fellow men. They spring from

what is the basis of divine law. To quote Hillel:

Do not unto any man that which you would, in

similar circumstances, not have done unto

you. This is the whole of the law. The rest is

commentary.

but he cannot share its essential feature, the

“sacred”, that is the ownership of the religious

truthful value. The Comedy, therefore, appears

the highest expression of the medieval Christianity,

that is of an “unhappy conscience”16  which did

not go over the “otherness”, the division, thus

remaining within the fence of Paul’s theology,

prisoner of the Bible.

The contemporary man knows what the Bible

is (but Spinoza already knew it!): a great

anthology of the Jewish literature, that covers

an arc of almost one thousand years, drawing

on the most disparate sources, from the

Mesopotamian anthologies to the Egyptian

wisdom, up to the Hellenistic philosophy, - as

an anthology of the Italian literature, from the

origins to our days, passing for the more

different literary genres - or a repertoire with

some beautiful pages and others that are not at

all such; where one can find everything and the

contradiction to everything.

Sebastian Franck,17  in his work Two hundred

eighty Paradoxes, already showed that it was

impossible to draw a definite doctrine from the

Bible; in his turn Hegel disputed his

contemporary theology which allegedly erased

the “fullness of content” of the truth and which

had no more faith in the “divinity of the man’s

spirit”. He also remarked that “the Scriptures’

exegesis supported opposite opinions and the

so called Holy Scripture became a wax-vase”,

so that a serious spiritual research must go on

availing itself of reason and science only, without

any help from the verses of the Bible, where

there is nothing spiritual.18

After all, scientific progress, which shed light

on the history of texts, no longer allows us to

consider the Scripture as the definitive “word

of God”, as opposed to “profane” literature:

therefore, it is no more possible to find in the

Bible a truth; a valuable religion.

This is also valid though, to a different extent,

for the “New Testament”, which is the result of

an ideological construction: Enlightenment and

the modern philology demonstrated the origin

and the nature of the New Testament’s texts,

dismantling the underlying theology, starting

from that of Paul – the very founder of the

Catholic church and also of the so called dys-

anghelion,19  the “bad news”, with the myth of

the sin that burdens every human being from

Adam onwards, requiring the sacrifice of Christ

in front of the Father who claims vengeance.

For these reasons modern men cannot be

Christian, in the sense that this word had in the

Middle Ages: Dante’s Christianity cannot be

accepted due to its biblical conditioning, to its

bond with the so-called Christian-biblical

revelation20  – that is with a well defined ideology

and theology that do not do justice to truth.21

The Poet will never admit that the Pagan masters

share the same experience with the Christian

ones: he basically believes to know something

more, to have something more and thus to be

somehow more, and this more is indeed

essential.22

The bond with the revelation comes from the

medieval culture, together with all its limits. It

would be unfair to request Dante to have a post-

enlightenment knowledge and mentality but, on

the other side, that bond is indisputably a

feature of the ego and of his Eigenschaft,

[attribute] property,23  the separation from

which is taught by Christ: to deny oneself,24  to

“hate one’s life”25 , to leave one’s master.26

At the highlight of
Middle Ages the

German mystics

understood the

foregoing and especially

Meister Eckhart, who

surely is the most

famous scholar,

contemporary of Dante.

3. The main

difference between

Eckhart and Dante

consists of this: in the

former there is no sense

of superiority, either

theological or philosophical or

confessional. The German Dominican

friar – who exalts the detachment as the

sole, possible and necessary virtue for

men – is far from revelation, faith,

theology, thus surpassing any mediation

– including above all the Sacred Book –

since God reveals himself ohne Mittel,

with no mediating mean.

Such a detachment is the work of the intelligence,

which comprehends – and therefore detaches –

everything, it being therefore lesser than love.

It depends on the absolute abandon of one’s

own self, will, desire to be, to have, to know,

Gelassenheit, (self-composed) of which Meister

Eckhart is the strongest supporter in the

Continued on Next Page

Meister Eckhart and Dante Allegheri
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Christian world. Man becomes therefore

absolutely indifferent to everything, even to his

own destiny, his soul’s salvation.

Man can then understand the inner meaning of

the “Eternal Light”: it is not something else, far

from him, but rather something in which he

becomes. Eckhart repeatedly affirms this concept,

as well as Angelus Silesius, his faithful interpreter,

whose verses I quote as follows:

I am the eternal light that uninterruptedly

burns:

oil and wick is God, my spirit is the vase27

The experience of the “Eternal Light” is valid

also for today, it utterly unfolds if it is free

from the biblical text and from any other

theological conditioning.

This light enlightens our intelligence and our

love; it is “eternal” because the adjective

“our” does not refer to a definite subject, to a

little psychological “I”, with his desire to be,

to have, to know, but, rather, to a universal

spirit in which “our” is absolute, no more

particular, finite, but for this purpose real,

essential and therefore called “divine”.

The “Eternal Light” is in fact our very essence;

to ignore it, not “to be” it then means to be

lost, to wander the Augustinian “region of

unl ikeness”, 28  that is, actually, to live in
alienation, unhappily, passing from to a

restlessness to another one, at the mercy of

the circumstances: this human condition can

seem natural, if man does not know the

“Eternal Light” and the beatitude.

We can therefore say that Meister Eckhart is

the “normative figure of spiritual life”29 ,

because  he  is  splendidly  synthesis ing

classicism and Christianity, philosophy and

religion, without which it is not possible to

draw on this light. Religion, to the extent it is

or ienta t ion to  God,  that  i s  Absolute ;

philosophy, to the extent it is the exercise of

that  reason which sweeps  away any

insincerity, any lie; which does not recognize

any value over the truth.30

No wonder,  therefore,  that  the German

Dominican friar ran into censorships, to

sentences: the honesty of his intelligence, the

purity of his look, the liberty of its spirit,

was not sustainable by those that even are

able to understand his message. Because there

is no doubt: in his generality the Christian

world did not at all understand the message

of Christ, the good news (eu-anghelion) of

the humanity of God and, as a consequence,

of the divinity of man, that is of a light which

is utterly present.31

In  fact  myst ic ism was defeated by the

incomprehension and by the  dogmatic

slowness, in the XIV century before and then,

Marco Vannini

1. Sections 1 e 2 resume the Introduction

to my work Tesi  per una riforma

religiosa, Le Lettere, Firenze 2006

2. Paradiso,  XXXIII ,  124-126.

Quotations from The Divine Comedy,

Allen Mandelbaum, trans. New York:

Bantam Books, 1980.

3. ibidem, 52-54

4. Whose Mirror of the simple souls was

known by Meister Eckhart. Dante

likely read it.

5. Paradiso, XXXIII, 100-105

6. ibidem, 67-68

7. ibidem, 55-66

8. Die  s ich bewegende

Sichselbstgleichheit, wrote Hegel in

Phänomenologie des Geistes, Italian

edition Fenomenologia dello spirito

(Prefazione, cfr. p. 16, vol. 1, della ed.

it. a cura di E. De Negri, La Nuova

Italia, Firenze 1960) thus expressing

the truth of the Christian mysticism,

though with the same language, and here

with reference to the Vermittlung,

mediation, so to the Son.

9. Paradiso, XXXIII, 115-120

10. ibidem, 127-132

11. ibidem 140-141

12. ibidem, 142-145

13. Paradiso, XXXI, 85

14. Cf. Epistola a Cangrande (Epistole,
XIII,  80): Et ubi ista invidis non

sufficiant, legant Richardum de Sancto

Victore in libro De Contemplatione,

legant  Bernardum in  l ibro De

Consideratione, legant Augustinum in

libro De Quantitate animae, et non

invidebunt. On the Greek origin of the

Christian mysticism, cf. my essay Il

volto del Dio nascosto. L’esperienza

mistica dall’Iliade a Simone Weil,

Mondadori, Milano 1999; reprinted

Oscar Mondatori, Storia della mistica

occidentale. Dall’Iliade a Simone Weil.

15. Paradiso, XXV, 1-3

16. Reference is  s t i l l  to  Hegel’s

Phänomenologie des Geistes, to be

considered the conclusive synthesis of

the speculative Christian mysticism.

Cf. also Vannini’s Mistica e Filosofia,

Piemme, Casale Monferrato 1996,

capp. 5 e 6, pp. 98-136.

17. A German mystic who was inspired

by Eckhar t  and by the  Deutsche

Theologie. In his Paradoxa (Akademie

Verlag, Berlin 1966) he demonstrates

that the Bible is a “sealed book”, that

cannot be understood and is also

contradictory so long as it is read

l i tera l ly.  The t remendous

contradictions contained in the Bible

are marked also by Pavel Florenski, The

Pillar and Ground of the Truth.

Continued on Next Page
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definitely, at the end of XVII century;32  so

the Chris t iani ty,  deprived of  the t ruth,

progressed into crisis, up to the present time,

wandering in the “region of unlikeness”. It

has no religion anymore, but it doesn’t even

really believe in the reason, which indeed

became “weak”, and not by chance: the one

perishes without the other, since the religion

becomes superstition while the philosophy

is a harmless pastime.

However, the nature of the truth consists in

expanding when the time is ripe, as it was

taught by Hegel, and today we find this:

Enlightenment and science cleaned up any

religious superstitions, any myths taken for

literal truth, but they have nothing to tell

about the spiritual experience, that is quite

unknown to them and that however resurfaces

once again from unsuspected paths.33

http://astore.amazon.com/sellbuynet-20/detail/0764597965/002-3889587-2772815
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18. Cf. G.  W. F. Hegel,  Lezioni sulla

f i losof ia  del la  re l ig ione,  ed.  i t .

Zanichelli, Bologna 1973, vol. I, pp.

95-98.

19. Nietzsche, L’Anticristo, 39. On the

relationship between Nietzsche, Christ

and Chris t iani ty  cf .  my essay

“Friedrich Nietzsche. Un rapporto di

amore-odio con Gesù e un sorprendente

tentativo di identificazione” in Cristo

nella filosofia contemporanea, a cura

di Silvano Zucal, San Paolo, Cinisello

Balsamo 2000, vol. I, pp. 685 – 726.

20. Cf. e. g., Purgatorio III, 37-39: Confine

yourselves, o humans, to the quia; /

had you been able to see all, there

would / have been no need for Mary to

give birth.

21. Thus, paradoxically, neither to Christ,

since He is the truth (John, 16:6)

22. Even if he goes on adopting the naive

terms of paradise and hell. Man could

notice that the will’s supremacy, which

is manifest at the end of the Paradise,

is correlated to the permanent presence

of the ego, which does not speak the

detachment’s language but, rather, that

of  “desi re” ,  of  “pass ion”.  The

checkmating of the intelligence, which

cannot understand the “mystery”, is

the same as that of the religion which

is tied to ego, but is not an utter defeat

of the ego, since that “ignorance” takes
on the same function of knowledge,

which could be compared to that of

the Greek archons. Hegel noticed that,

he who sets a limit, demonstrates that

he is able to stay beyond it. This is the

cheat of the “supernatural” which is

asser ted by him who sets  l imits ,

claiming therefore to have the key to

outrun them..

23. Cf. Tesi per una riforma religiosa, cit.,

chaps 4-9

24. Matthew, 16:24

25. John 12:25. Cf. also Eckhart’s Sermon

17: Qui odit animam suam (in: Meister

Eckhart, I Sermoni a cura di M. Vannini,

Paoline, Milano 2002, pp. 199-203).

26. Cf. John 16:7. Cf. also the sermon

Expedi t  vobis  ut  ego vadam, in:

Meister Eckhart,  La nobiltà dello

spirito, a cura di M. Vannini, Piemme,

Casale Monferrato 1996, pp. 209-219.

27. Angelus Silesius,  Cherubinischer

Wandersmann, I, 161, It. Ed. by G.

Fozzer & M. Vannini,  San Paolo,

Cinisello Balsamo 1989, p. 135. The

title of the distich is “The Eternal

Light”.

28. Cf. Augustine, Confessions, VII, X, 16.

This expression stems from Plotinus

(Enneads 1, 8, 13) and even before in

Plato  (Statesman 273d) .  In  the

medieval mystic literature it passes,

above all, in Saint Beranard’s works:

De gratia et libero arbitrio (PL 182, col.

1018c); Sermo 42 (PL 183, col. 661d),

Epistulæ (ibidem, coll. 106a, 501d).

29. Meister Eckhart als normative Gestalt

geistlichen Lebens, by Alois M. Haas.

30. Eckhart can therefore affirm that the

pagan philosophers knew the Truth

before Christianity (Sermon 36 a,

Stetit Iesus in medio discipulorum, in

I  se rmoni ,  c i t ,  p .  301) ;  tha t  the

Scr ip tures  and  the  ph i losophy

essentially agree: Moses, Christ and

Aristotle teach the same teaching (cf.

Commento al vangelo di Giovanni, a

cura di M. Vannini, Città Nuova, Roma

1992, pp. 145-146) and that the pagan

teachers knew virtue better than Saint

Paul, since they knew it by direct

experience, not by grace (cf. Sermon

86,  In t rav i t  Iesus  in  quoddam

castellum, in I Sermoni, cit., pp. 561-

562, or also Sermoni tedeschi, a cura

di M. Vannini, Adelphi, Milano 1985,

p. 265). Simone Weil shows the same

intellectual honesty by reflecting on

the “two sources” of Christianity, the

Greek one and that of the Bible, and

underlining the importance of the

former: Intuitions pré-chrétiennes.

Unfortunately, Christendom avoided

complying with the fundamental quest

for truth which was raised by the

French writer. On the relationship

between Weil and Christianity cf. my
essay  “Simone  Wei l .  L’amore

implicito di Cristo”, in Cristo nella

filosofia contemporanea, cit., vol. II,

pp. 945-978.

31. Nitche’s Antichrist  is  not against

Christ, but rather against Paul, the

grudge’s master who brought back to

Judaism the message of  Jesus;  a

message of “good news”. Cf. footnote

18.

32. The papal condemnation of Fénelon

and the so called “quietism” marked

the defeat of the mysticism, as pointed

out by Henry Bremond (déroute de la

mystique). On the subject, cf. François

de Salignac Fénelon, Spiegazione delle

massime dei santi sulla vita interiore, a

cura di M. Vannini, San Paolo, Cinisello

Balsamo 2002. More in general, on the

Christian mysticism, cf. Vannini’s

Storia della mistica occidentale, cit.,

and also the Chap. “Dalla mistica alla

psicologia” in La morte dell’anima.

Dalla mist ica al la  psicologia,  Le

Lettere, Firenze 2003, pp. 152-169.

33. On the subject cf. various pages of

Phänomenologie des Geistes which deal

with the “struggle of Enlightenment

against superstition”. They are really

t ruthful ,  a l though they had been

written in the early ‘800; man should

think over them against  so much

triviality in the contemporary debate

on faith and reason. Continued on Next Page

Mozart
Continued from Page 11

conversely, when Mozart wants to express more

particularly the serenity of Masonic thought, he

turns to the interval of the third because he knows

its evocative power.6

One does not have to imagine how the new initiate

Mozart would have recognized in the Threefold

element of Freemasonry examples of musical

architecture. Everywhere around him would have

been the craft symbols he intuits in his own

musical architecture.

Another example is the ascending triplets at the

beginning of a work. Michael Tamsier speaks of

this device as “the menacing thrust used to begin

the Concerto in D minor, the “Prague” symphony

and the “Jupiter” symphony. With reference to

this work, Elizabeth Blair wrote: “When Mozart

wrote Jupiter, he was determined to do something

revolutionary. That comes in the final movement

of the Jupiter Symphony with the composer’s

use of counterpoint, or weaving together two or

more different melodies. Mozart uses five different

melodies simultaneously in the Jupiter, making it

a challenge for any orchestra that takes it on. Some

have said the Jupiter sums up what had happened

in symphonic music up to that point, and that it

foreshadows the work of Beethoven. But more

than that, it’s exuberant and introspective, charming

and complicated - a lot like life itself.” 7

Link to Jupiter, molto allegro:

http://www.mediafire.com/?c2aniwigngn

Henry sees this shift of levels as musically

evocative of the three steps leading to the Master’s

chair where “The listener easily perceives this

especially descriptive form of imagery. The musical

form appears to the ear just as the steps appear to

the eye…” 8

Link to Concerto D minor (K 466)):

http://www.mediafire.com/?djmm32nun2f

Bro. Henry draws to our attention to the Masonic

symbol of space in the Mosaic pavement of

alternating black and white squares positioned at

the center of the Lodge. Musically space is easy to

symbolize in sound. “Musical spaces even short

ones seem to respond to one another. Mozart treats

this technique of the alternation and “response” of

sounds with a remarkable mastery, as the breath of

the musical responses surges, the space they define

then seems to billow, a growth in extent that often

is tied closely with the symbol of ascent. These

two symbols lead the listener to a summit where

his gaze extends toward infinity and his thought

toward hope. Anyone can be led to such a summit

but only the initiate knows how to recognize the

nature of the works inspiration and share the
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Later in the second finale two men in armor sing

the following song:

“He who would wander on this path of tears,

and toiling needs water, fire, and earth for his

assoiling. If he can overcome the fear of

grievous death. He shall be lord of all that

lives beneath. A ray of light divine shall flood

his soul. To him is granted in this life reach

the goal”.

The above songs clearly indicate the esoteric

initiation taking place. In the end as Tamino and

Parmina successfully undergo the ordeals of

initiation they are rewarded with love and their

union is presided over by the Priest Sarastro.

The opera premiered in Vienna, on Sept. 30th 1791.
It passed its 100 performance by the end of

November and continued to gain in popularity. The

philosopher and Freemason Goethe praised it

exuberantly and even began writing a sequel.

However Mozart would not live to enjoy its

success. He died sadly, on Dec. 5th, 1791, a month

shy of his 36th birthday, witness’s report that he

passed to the celestial Lodge humming the Papageno

theme from the Magic Flute and the Lachrymose

from his unfinished masterpiece “The Requiem”.

Link to Papageno’s air :

http://www.mediafire.com/?6gqjtztollz

Link to Requiem, Lacrimosæ:

http://www.mediafire.com/?cwmlrbmle2n

He was buried in a pauper’s grave, at the cemetery

of Saint Mark, the whereabouts of which are

unknown today. However sad this may sound

Mozart would have understood from the Master’s

degree that the dignity of how he meet his death

and the architecture of his work would form a

more fitting monument than anything in marble.

November 18, 1791

Consecration of a new Temple of the Lodge

“New Hope Crowned”.

On this occasion, Brother Wolfgang A. Mozart

conducted a Masonic cantata composed

November 15th, 1791. (Extract from the

Continued on Third Page Following

thinking behind the vision Mozart offers”. 9

Bro. Henry offers the andante staccato of

Symphony 39 as an example with it’s theme of

alternating responses with strings on one side and

winds on the other conversing in two short

phrases. “In this way Mozart places the listener

in the center of a space whose boundaries are

defined by sound. 10

Link to Symphony 39, andante staccato:

http://www.mediafire.com/?5mjfyjwwdjn

That Mozart, the initiate, profoundly understood

Masonic symbolism is beyond doubt. Mozart’s

regular attendance at Lodge shows that appreciation.

If his membership was out of mere curiosity or

without further stimulation he would have lost

interest and fallen away. His genius in form and

symmetry shows a mind receptive of the master

masons working tools in building the music that he

heard, in his head, into compositions that made one

critic famously remark “Mozart is Music!”

Bro. Henry describes it further thus “The use of

symbols was not a constraint for Mozart. It is clear

that a work that claims Masonic inspiration must

to express that morality, depend, on symbolism: it

cannot express such an idea or vision in any way

other than by reference to the content of the ritual.

The great difference between Mozart and other

composers resides in the fact that Mozart, a
confirmed initiate, never considered the use of a

symbol to be restricting obligation. On the contrary,

by transacting it, he gave free rein to a power of

creativity identical to that which he experienced

through the practice of living the ritual.11

Mozart at Lodge; he is sitting at the extreme right

of painting

October 15, 5785/AD 1785

The Lodges “Three Eagles” and “The Palm”

invite the sister Lodges of Vienna to a concert

given for the benefit of visiting Brothers…

Also participating in this concert will be the

Brothers Stadler and Mozart. The latter will

perform an improvisation on the piano, always

so appreciated by his Brothers.

Link to the Mason’s Joy K 471:

http://www.mediafire.com/?6iiww301zwy

No paper on Mozart could be without reference

to his Masonic masterpiece the Die Zaurflote K

620 (The Magic Flute). Much material has been

written about the work so we will only touch on a

few points related to symbolism. Mozart wrote

this opera, (with the Bro. Emanuel Schikander as

principal author of the libretto) in the last few

months of his life. He had been suffering ill health

and had been living virtually destitute often relying

on his Masonic Brothers for financial aid.

The story of the Magic Flute and it’s references to

Freemasonry have been well documented so it is

not our intention to go

into a complete study of

the opera but rather to

touch on the points

concerning initiation. The

Magic Flute is a work

concerning initiation and

the defeat of darkness by

light. The Queen of the

Night personifies the

darkness that opposes

Sarastro the wise priest

of Isis and Osiris who in

the end triumphs.

Let us listen to the Ouverture, to Tamino’s part and

to the first part of the three ladies’ song. The first

three chords introduce in the opera the esoteric

symbolism. From the Allegro it is elaborated in

contrapuntal style like a fugue. Someone interpreted

the heavy reiterated chords as the knocking at the

door of the lodge room, especially as they are heard

again in the temple scene, when the novitiate of

Tamino is about to begin, or as a reference to the

symbolic work of the three gavels, either.

Link to The Magic Flute, Ouverture:

http://www.mediafire.com/?elqdxmkyzqm

Young Prince Tamino, on his quest to rescue

Parmina is guided by three children (representative

of the three main Masonic officers) to the three
gates of Sarastro’s temple. The gates are marked

Reason, Wisdom, and Nature. His attempts to

enter two of them meet with futility as he is barred

entrance. Eventually he is allowed to entrance into

the gate of Nature where he will undergo ordeals

of silence, fire, and water (the last two overcome

with the use of the Magic Flute).Let us look at the

following dialogue from the Magic Flute:

Sarastro announces the arrival of Tamino and

is asked “Is he virtuous?”, “Can he be

silent?”, and “Is he charitable?”

Then three cords are played thrice by horns and

the No. 10 chorus follows:12

“O Isis and Osiris, lead ye in wisdom’s path

this blest pair. Your blest protection now

concede ye, strengthen their hearts when

dangers near. Grant that they bravely bare

the trial and to their prayers give not denial.

The number 15 aria as sung by Sarastro continues

this theme:

“Within this hollowed dwelling revenge and

sorrows cease, here troubles doubts

dispelling, the weary heart hath peace. If thou

hast stay’d a brother’s hand shall guide thee

toward the better hand. This hallow’d fane

protects thee from falsehood, guile, and a

brother’s love directs thee; to him thy woes

dear, fear. Whose soul abides in earthly strife

doth not deserve the gift of life.”



Honorary Memberships
“I don’t deserve this award, but I have arthritis and I don’t deserve that either.” - Bro. Jack Benny

Waukegan Lodge No. 78 A.F.& A.M., Waukegan, IL

There are a lot of awards associated with Freemasonry, be it an apron, a pin, a certificate, or
whatever.  But there is nothing more cherished than an Honorary Membership in a Craft Lodge for

it ultimately represents a token of respect and Brotherly love from a Lodge.  Holders of such titles

cherish such memberships as they realize their hard work has not gone unnoticed and is deeply

appreciated by the Brotherhood.

I don’t know where this custom came from or how long we have been doing it, but it is a nice touch that

endears the Brother to the Lodge.  An honor of this kind represents a tangible symbol signifying

approval by the Lodge so giving it.  It means the individual has done something particularly noteworthy

to merit such a reward.  I have seen this presented to Brothers for helping a Lodge in routinely

delivering Masonic lectures and helping with degree work, to District Deputies who have helped a

Lodge solve a problem, to District Instructors who have patiently worked with a Lodge to perfect their

floor work, and to Grand Masters for some act they have performed for the Lodge.

More recently though, I have seen Honorary Memberships given to Grand Masters and District

Deputies, simply because of their title and nothing else.  In other words, they are being presented an

honor for political reasons as opposed to anything meritorious.  To me, this cheapens the concept of

the Honorary Membership which should only be presented for some tangible service the person has

performed for the Lodge.

I’ve even seen District Deputies compete to see who can get the most Lodge Honorary Memberships

to present to the Grand Master, thereby giving recognition to the District Deputy for his hustle and

allegiance to the Grand Master. I don’t understand this logic, but then again I have never been good

in Masonic politics.  Honorary Memberships should be held in higher esteem than a collection of

baseball cards.

Craft Lodges should be more careful in awarding Honorary Memberships; if they become too easy to

get, people will treat them accordingly, and a beautiful award will be considered worthless.

Brothers, next time you have to ballot on an Honorary Membership, be careful with your ballot.  Has

the person honestly performed a service to your Lodge or is this being done for political motives only?

Just remember, once you give an Honorary Membership to someone, he will forever be a symbol of

your Lodge.

Keep the Faith!

What’s For

Dinner?
“When we eat with our Brothers, we digest

more than the meal.” - Bryce’s Law

Serving a meal either prior to or immediately

following a Lodge meeting has been an inherent

part of our Masonic culture for many years.

Brothers attend such meals more for the

camaraderie it offers than anything else.  Although

there are no definitive figures on the subject, many

have a catered “Festive Boards” AFTER the

meeting and at a higher price than most North

American Brothers would pay.

In North America, most meals are prepared under

the supervision of the Junior Warden, a task that

is seldom relished.  But if the Junior Warden

executes his job with a little imagination and effort,

he can have a profound effect on Lodge attendance.

I’ve met some Junior Wardens who simply do not

care, and you would be lucky to get punch and

cookies from them.  However, I have met others

who love their job and offer cuisine the Brethren

greatly appreciate.  So much so, they frequently

return to Lodge for more.

In most Lodges in North America, a simple

donation is requested to offset the cost of the

meal, anywhere from $1 to $8 is common.  In the

UK, on the other hand, the meals can get as high as

$25-$40, an outrageous fee by most North

American standards.  But then again, it is not

uncommon for our UK Brothers to use

professional caterers for their festive boards.

In North America, the nutritional value of the meals

is questionable, since most Lodges rely on pasta

dishes and a lot of starches that “sticks to the

ribs.” If you are on a diet, you will probably want

to avoid a Masonic meal.  And because most Junior

Wardens operate on a tight budget (some use the

adjective “shoestring”), the fare is often basic.

Here are some prime examples of typical meals

served at North American Lodge meetings:

Baked beans Baked ham Beef Stroganoff Bratwurst

and sauerkraut Burritos Chicken, fried, baked or

barbecued Chicken cacciatore Chicken and

dumplings or noodles Chili con Carne Chili dogs

(aka Coneys) Enchiladas Hamburgers and

Cheesburgers Hamburger Helper (believe it or not)

Hot Dogs Lasagna Macaroni and cheese Mashed

potatoes and gravy Meat Loaf Pizza Pulled pork

sandwiches Ravioli Red beans and rice with sausage

Roast beef, open faced sandwiches Sandwiches

(cold) Sloppy Joes Soup and Salad, including Clam

Chowder Spaghetti (meatballs or sausages

optional) Stew, beef or rabbit Tacos, hard or soft

shell Turkey Tetrazini Ziti, baked

(You do not see much in the way of fruits and

vegetables do you?)

This is not to suggest North American Masons

are incapable of preparing some fine meals, but

they are served infrequently and reserved for

special occasions such as a visit by the Grand

Masons assume the meal has a direct bearing on

meeting attendance.  I tend to believe this.  Further,

the cheaper the meal, the less likely people are

willing to attend.

I recently went out on the Internet to ask the

Brethren about this subject and received

considerable responses for which I thank all of

you for your input. Just about everyone seemed

to confirm the correlation between meals and

attendance.  But I noticed substantial differences

in how meals were treated in North America versus

the United Kingdom.  The North Americans seem

to treat the meal much more casually than their

counterparts in the UK where it is not unusual to



Master, or a special year-end meal.  Although you

won’t find lobster tails or chateaubriand on the

menu, here are the more common examples of

special fare served:

BBQ Ribs Crawdads Deep Fried Turkey (popular

in the Southern United States) Field Rations (to

honor the military) - cooked in a “boil-a-bag”

format Local delicacies - such as “Perogies” or

“Vereneke.” Pork Chops, grilled Prime Rib Roast

Pig Spamfest - a competition to prepare meals

from Spam. Steak Wild Game Dinner - where

hunters bring deer, rabbit, quail, etc.

Some of these are a bit avant-garde as meals, but

they inevitably draw a lot of Brothers to Lodge

meetings.

Although our UK Brethren typically enjoy catered

affairs, they also have thier own fare they enjoy,

including:

Bangers and mash Cheese - usually Cheddar, Brie,
Stilton Cheese and biscuits Dessert - Usually some

sort of Swiss roll and custard or fruit salad Fish

Lamb Chops Sausages Sausage Rolls Shephards/

Cottage Pie and vegetable. Steak and kidney

pudding/pie Stew Vegetables - usually potatoes,

carrots, beans, parsnips

As one UK Brother explained to me, “The idea of

UGLE members cooking meals for themselves is

unheard of to my knowledge.  Usually a chef or

cook is used and paid waitresses (a few may utilize

the stewards) serve the meals. Members pay the

going rate for a three course meal (say about $26 -

$40 - a lot more in London) excluding alcohol.

They regard the  fellowship (and cost) of dining as

a very important part of their Masonry. The  idea

of having poorly catered meals would be

unacceptable.  Under the UGLE, you are not

allowed to use lodge funds to subsidize meals. All

dining must be self-financed.”

Like it or not, Masonic meals are an important

part of a Lodge meeting.  And think about it, do

we attend Lodge simply to listen to a meeting or

do we come for the warmth and camaraderie of

our Brothers?  A meal greatly facilitates

brotherhood.

For those Junior Wardens who cannot think of a

cost-effective meal to serve at a Lodge meeting,

I’ve just given you a couple dozen ideas for you

to consider.

Keep the Faith!

 The Need For A
Masonic Legislature

“Trying to operate with today’s Masonic

legislation is like trying to tread water with both

feet tied to an anchor.” - Tim Bryce

I was recently asked if I had to make one single

suggestion to improve the fraternity, what would it

be?  Without batting an eye, I said the creation of a

Masonic Legislature. I have been thinking about this

for a long time now, and I am convinced that the absence

of such a body is at the root of our problems.

When I first came into the fraternity, I was appalled

when I discovered how Masonic legislation was

drafted.  I had always thought for an organization as

established and as large as the Freemasons, there would

be some sort of institution for discussing and drafting

legislation.  I was dumbfounded to find that there was

no such body, and that any Tom, Dick or Harry could

draft legislation for presentation to the Craft.
Unfortunately, there are no real standards for writing

legislation and, consequently, it is not written in a

consistent manner.  Inevitably some of the best ideas

have been discarded only because a “T” wasn’t crossed

or an “I” dotted properly.  As a result, implementing

changes to our rules and regulations have occurred at

an excruciatingly slow pace.  This means we are trying

to operate with ancient rules and regulations that are

out of step with a modern, fast-paced world.  Small

wonder Freemasonry cannot turn on a dime.

To overcome this problem, a Masonic Legislature

should be created to discuss and draft resolutions to

solve the problems of the day.  To make such a body

effective, it would have to meet on a regular basis and

offer representation to all of the Craft Lodges in a

jurisdiction.  Since Masons volunteer their time, it is

not feasible to create a burden or financial hardship for

its participants.  As such, a Masonic Legislature should

meet at a centralized location and at regularly scheduled

intervals (e.g., bimonthly or quarterly).  I would also

suggest an Internet implemented solution, such as a

Discussion Group, Blog, or VoIP supported broadcast,

but this is probably too sophisticated for most in the

fraternity to comprehend.  Further, I am a big proponent

of the human dynamics involved with a live meeting.

Next, who should participate in a Masonic legislature?

Some would say that this should be left to the District

Deputies/Inspectors to perform.  However, we must

remember these are APPOINTED officers and, as

such, means a Grand Master could exert his influence

over such proceedings.  Instead, the representatives

should be ELECTED by the Craft, either a senior

Craft Lodge officer, such as a Worshipful Master or

Secretary, or perhaps someone elected on a District-

wide basis (my personal preference).

Chairing the Masonic Legislature should be either the

Grand Master or an appointed designate, such as the

Chairman of Jurisprudence.  If this was done properly,

there would be ample time to discuss problems,

establish priorities, draft and fine-tune legislation, and

have it reviewed by Jurisprudence prior to presentation

to the Craft to vote upon.  A Masonic Legislature

would also become the breeding ground for the future

leaders of the Grand Lodge.

Some Grand Lodges might resist the formation of

a Masonic Legislature, fearing it would usurp some

of their authority or power.  This is a false fear as

a Masonic Legislature would have no immediately

control over the executive or administrative side
of the fraternity’s operations.  Instead, it is simply

concerned with articulating and drafting legislation

for the Craft to vote on.

Years ago, Milton Eisenhower made the observation

that the President of the United States has the power

to call a Continental Congress to revise the laws of

the land.  At the time, he was greatly concerned over

the overt influence lobbyists had over Congress.

Well, as we all know, a Continental Congress hasn’t

been called in well over 200 years, and our problems

with lobbyists have only been compounded, as well

as many other problems we now suffer from, such

as immigration, energy and the environment, and the

cockamamie way people waste money to get elected.

Nonetheless, it remains a viable option for us to

correct a lot of the woes in our country, assuming we

can find a President with the moral fortitude and

vision to call such a Congress.  The Grand Master is

no different and has the ability to call such a meeting

to correct the woes of the jurisdiction if he was so

inclined to do so (and also has the moral fortitude

and vision to do so).  But instead of something as

radical as a Continental Congress, creating a simple

Masonic Legislature is a more rational and realistic

move in the right direction.

Frankly, a Masonic Legislature as described herein

is a much more professional and productive

method of updating our antiquated rules and

regulations which are in desperate need of being

brought into the 21st century.

Keep the Faith!
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newspaper Der Heimliche Botschafter.)

This would be

Mozart’s last

visit to a Lodge.

By this time a

crackdown had

begun on

Freemasonry by

the royal

authorities who

viewed it as

subversive in light

of the events of

the French

Revolution. Yet,

Mozart without

fear publicly

proclaimed his

m e m b e r s h i p .

Two centauries

later Mozart is celebrated and enjoyed throughout

the world for his musical legacy.

Certainly the Craft can be proud that Bro.

Mozart once wore our apron however more

importantly we should celebrate Mozart’s gift’s

to the craft the way he intended them by playing

the pieces he crafted for us, his Brethren, in our

Lodges, binding us further in a mystic tie down

through the ages.

It may be fitting that for his last occasion, to visit
a Lodge; Mozart wrote the cantata K 623 Laut

verkünde unsere Freude (“Loudly Proclaim Our

Joy”) and K 623 A, Lasst uns mit Geschlungen

Handen (“Let us Joy Our hands”) a Masonic song.

The final words of which inspire us still:

“Venerate virtue and humanity, learn love

of self and of others; may this be always

our primary duty. And then, not only in the

Orient and in the Sunset but also in the South

and in the North, Light will stream down.”

Link to Laut verkünde unsere Freude K 623 :

http://www.mediafire.com/?anj0hywtmai

* The condensing of the Lodges was part of an

Imperial effort to exert control on the growth of

Freemasonry. Under Frederick’s successor

Leopold II, in 1791, this would lead to an outright

crackdown.

** Dr. Bernhard Paumgartner (1887-1971) was a

noted biographer of Mozart and founder of the

Mozarteum Quartet in Salzburg,

*** Michael Puchberg, to whom these works were

dedicated, was a Masonic Brother to whom

Mozart often appealed for financial support.

1 Jacques Henry , Mozart  the Freemason

(Rochester, Vt., Inner Traditions, 2006)

all lodge communications listed from

Henry pgs. 126, 128, and 129

2 Historical data on Austrian Lodges from

Henry pg. 5

3 Henry uses this term; pg. 5

4 Paumgartner quoted from Quator Coronati

transactions Nov. 1955 paper by Bro.

Arthur Sharpe “Mozart‘s Masonic

Music” pg. 17 source unlisted.

5 Henry: pg 30

6 Henry: pg 31

7 Mozart’s Last Symphony: The Giant

‘Jupiter’, phttp://www.npr.org/templates/

story/story.php?storyId=5173337

8 Henry:  pg. 33

9 Henry: pg. 35

10 Henry: pg 35

11 Henry: pg 37

12 This excerpt from the Magic Flute concerning

initiation from Quartor Coronati

transactions No. 2076, Nov. 1955. Bro.

Arthur Sharp’s paper “Mozart’s Masonic

Music”. Pg. 24

Am I A

Fireman Yet??
In Queensland, Australia, a 26-year-old mother

stared down at her 6 year old son, who was

dying of terminal leukaemia. Although her heart

was filled with sadness, she also had a strong
feeling of determination.

Like any parent, she wanted her son to grow up

& fulfil all his dreams.

Now that was no longer possible. The leukaemia

would see to that. But she still wanted her son’s

dream to come true.

She took her son’s hand and asked, ‘Ben, did

you ever think about what you wanted to be

once you grew up? Did you ever dream and

wish what you would do with your life?’

‘Mummy, I always wanted to be a fireman when

I grew up.’

Mum smiled back and said, ‘Let’s see if we can

make your wish come true.’

Later that day she went to her local fire Station

in Brisbane, where she met Fireman Bob, who

had a heart as big as Queensland.

She explained her son’s final wish and asked if

it might be possible to give her 6 year old son a

ride around the block on a fire engine.

Fireman Bob said, ‘Look, we can do better than

that. If you’ll have your son ready at seven

o’clock Wednesday morning, we’ll make him an

honorary fireman for the whole day.

He can come down to the fire station, eat with

us, go out on all the fire calls, the full Monty!

And if you’ll give us his sizes, we’ll get a real

fire uniform for him, with a real fire hat - not a

toy -one with the emblem of the Queensland

Fire & Rescue Department on it, a yellow slicker

like we wear and rubber boots.

They’re all manufactured right here in Brisbane,

so we can get them fast.’

Three days later Fireman Bob picked up Ben,

dressed him in his uniform and escorted him

from his hospital bed to the waiting truck.

Ben got to sit on the back of the truck and help

steer it back to the fire station.

He was in heaven. There were three fire calls in

Brisbane that day and Ben got to go out on all

three calls. He rode in the different fire engines

that day.

He was also videotaped for the local news

program.

Having his dream come true, with all the Love

and attention that was lavished upon him, so

deeply touched Ben, that he lived three months

longer than any doctor thought possible.

One night all of his vital signs began to drop

dramatically and the head nurse, who believed
in the hospice concept - that no one should die

alone, began to call the family members to the

hospital.

Then she remembered the day Ben had spent as

a fireman, so she called the Fire Station and

asked if it would be possible to send a fireman

in uniform to the hospital to be with Ben as he

made his transition.

The Officer in charge replied, ‘We can do better

than that. We’ll be there in five minutes. Will

you please do me a favour? When you hear the

sirens screaming and see the lights flashing, will

you announce over the PA system, that there is

not a fire? It’s the department coming to see

one of its finest members one more time. And

will you open the window to his room?

About five minutes later a hook and ladder truck

arrived at the hospital and extended its ladder

up to Ben’s third floor open window and 16

fire-fighters climbed up the ladder into Ben’s

room.

With his mother’s permission, they hugged him

and held him and told him how much they

LOVED him.

With his dying breath, Ben looked up at the fire

chief and said, ‘Chief, am I really a fireman

now?’

‘Ben, you are, and the Head Chief

http://www.mediafire.com/?anj0hywtmai

